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Plea and counterclaim template south africa

Plea to counterclaim example. What is a counterclaim in court. Is a counterclaim a pleading.
The service must be effected without undue delay. So much if a rule admits responsibility in terms of 57 and undertakes to pay the date, in installments or otherwise; And when a rule in terms of Section 58 consents for judgment, or for judgment and an order for the payment of judgment in installments, the RÃ © U can take the steps above after it
has been summoned , or after he received a letter of demand in terms of section 56. The inherent jurisdiction shall be exercised to avoid abuse of the law, which exists, in the last analysis, adequately facilitated administration Of the justice. Ação processes begin with a call followed by an exchange of supplicants based on the facts. Both are remedy sui
generis. The cost accounts tax a cost account is a detailed account that reflects all charges, including fees and disbursements, made by a lawyer. The petitions are written in the third person: â € "Your petitioner respects respectfully that ... Ã â € £ â € â € â € â € â € â € â € Party before the Court. The most important three are the discovery of
documents; [82] the conference pronate - [83] and other details for the purposes of the trial. [84] Rule 23 (MC) and Rule 35 (HC ) Dealing with the discovery of documents. Unmatched minds that can institute processes? If the debtor admit responsibility, the creditor can proceed to obtain an order against the debtor. Once the allegations are closed,
an author or RÃ © u can request a test date. The sheriff then will forward a copy of the statement to the execution creditor and another copy for the execution debtor. You should indicate the date of accuracy or order, as well as the amount of the academy and the balance of the capital, Ju ROS, costs and charging fees that the Rule has undertaken to
pay in terms of section 57 (1) (C), and on the date of issue or reschedence of the notice. ^ Act 90 of 1986. The capacity determines the title title not only to process, but also to be processed. In practice, the lawyer leads to the original convocation with any attachments, along with a copy to the RÃ © (or so many copies as there are rÃ © US) to the
sheriff. The officer must, according to the act, assist an illiterate debtor in the preparation of the application. The rÃ u establishes facts to show why it is defaulted and should show that the pattern was not intentional. The rule should establish allegations in fact that it gives rise to a defense. As for the failure to provide a foundation in a calm or
absolute way, there are several circumstances in which a rule may be missing a foundation. Security lapses When a provisional judgment becomes final. More procedure When provisioning sentence is granted Provisionary Sentence will be granted when the author is successful of unloading his evidence on a balance of probabilities, or when the RÃ ©
does not establish a Defense on a balance of probabilities. It is important to note that when a matter is urgent, it will always be appropriate to continue through application, at least to get temporary relief - although a fact dispute is anticipated. ^ Act 32 of 1944. The execution will be carried out first against the debtor's movements and only after any
immobile property. If the customer loses, he is not charged at fees for his own lawyer. Their contents vary greatly, depending on the court of movement the nature of the specific application. This property can take the form of a location contract, an exchange note, a promissory note, a connection or other security for the payment of money. The ex part
application represents a match of this rule. If the rule does not request condancy by such failure, or if the Court refuses such a condancy, the provisional sentence becomes the Final. It is located in And it is presided over by judges under the leadership of the main justice. The applicant may amend a provisional convocation in the same way and in
terms of the same criterion as any other call. Witnesses can be convened with the purpose of giving such evidence. The court will present only one provisional order with a return date, known as NISI Rule. For example, the court may order that the warning of movement serves as a call, and that other pleadings are delivered. After deduction of the
necessary expenses and a specific remuneration determined by the tariff, the administrator, in turn, will make a regular distribution in weekly or monthly installments, or otherwise of these payments received to all lenders. The court shall judge the dispute between applicants. They should also address the issue of the final figure of legal costs. At the
top court, the testimony must be delivered the minimum than noon in the day, but a preceding the judicial day in which the application will be heard; In the Court of Magistrate, the latest three days before the day will be heard. If the author ceases to do so, a rule can, in writing, request that the author delivered such a statement within five days. [68]
If the author ceases to deliver the declaration, the rule can define the action for the audience on one more day of today to the complainant; In case the applicant is missing to correct his pattern or appear on the date, the rule may request absorption from instance or judgment. [69] Defense where a rule faced a call, he has two choices - to defend a
substantive base, raising an objection to the case of the case; or defend on a technical base, aiming at the shape and way of calling. Each Party is responsible for his own lawyer for payment of the lawyer fees, and for the payment of money disbursed by the lawyer on behalf of the Including the rates of any lawyer who may have been informed on the
subject - regardless of the expired customer or lose the case. ^ MC rule 12 (1) (b) (i). Convernaim on a request, a party simply responds to the allegations raised by the author. The court eventually decides in the favor of Cameron. The process of execution after gaining a judgment is expensive and time consuming. The party that should pay the costs
in relation to the main case, then also carries the costs of the preliminary or interlocutory procedure in relation to which the costs were costs in the cause. In a simple summoning, the details appear in abbreviated form, often in a line. [44] Before the new rules of the magistrates court, a rule that wanted to find out more, delivering the applicant a
request for more information in terms of rule 16 of the courts of the magistrates. Opposed applications are separately defined for auditing, days in advance, and are heard after the subjects do not option to be treated. ^ s 29 (1) (f). A provisional sentence should not be confused with a summary judgment. See Jones and Buckle, Vol II, Rules, Rule 49 9. In the case of contract breaking, for example, the type of violation should be identified, being misrepresented or dwelling debit or other . As most cases involve payment of goods accounts provided, or for the services provided, and for which the RÃ © does not have a vast defense, the law provides in the 55 sections In 60 a procedure, wherein the
judgment can be obtained in this type of instance without first issuing a call and following the complete procedure of the call. Day costs refer to costs caused to a part in relation to processes that occurred in a specific day, usually the waste costs caused by a postponement. Service of the convocation Once the call has been issued by the register or
can be served. The case usually involves two two which appear before a president and present their respective arguments based on facts that were already recorded by any of the parties in a statement. The Court hears even more evidence that may be adduced (orally or by declaration, or otherwise that the court may consider only), and as is material
for the determination of the position Financial debtor, his ability to pay the dance of the trial and his failure to do so. If the Court authorizes the issuance of an application for Annex Emoluments in terms of Section 65J (1), the application shall be issued in the form prescribed by the rules and shall contain sufficient information, including the number
of identity, the number of work or the date of identity birth of the debtor of the trial, to allow the clamp to identify the debtor of the trial. The applicant will be impaired in the conduction of claims or defense if the offensive declarations are not printed. At least twenty days before the sale, the execution lender prepares the sale conditions, which should
include a condition for payment by the buyer of any interest due to a preferred creditor for the sale of property © the transfer date. Procedures After substituting are referred to the various documents are exchanged before the subject is ready to proceed to the trial. The act, in each case, establishes that types of disputes can be heard by each court,
and the rules prescribe how disputes will be made before the court: this is, the form of pieces and time limits. Section 65A makes the provision over the call of a legal person, represented by a director or director. It can be detained in a pending police station. Being a document containing evidence, the substantive law of evidence applies both to a
statement of declaration as live you. [125] Whenever the applicant refers to the Communication for other persons, such reference should be stated by Confirmatory statements of those persons and attaching it to the testimony of support. Betições were abolished by the act of substitution of petition processes. [128] For practical purposes, they exist
only as the form used for applications in the Supreme Court of Appeal. If the deponent is related to the patient or has any personal interest under any order requested, the complete details of this relationship or interest must be established in the testimony. WARNING The respondent is a fundamental policy that the interviewee should be provided the
opportunity to put its version before the court, and to be heard. Where the warrant belongs to property immobile, HCR 46 (2) is expected to be the closest possible according to form 20 of the first schedule. The application must be supported by testimony and established the reasons why the applicant seeks rescission of the standard judgment. In the
high courts and the courts of the magistrates, the principle that the loser pays to the costs of the winner is still applied in almost all cases. The deponent usually will affirm that his content is true. Alternatively, the rule can make a supply of reduction commitment without admission of liability or without prejudice. In civilian issues, each party
generally claims a recovery order from the other part of the costs paid to their own lawyer. A non-qualified person can not receive remuneration from a practitioner to work, where it is not allowed by law to carry out this work. Where, however, the Court is unable to decide on the application in the documents, there are generally three open avenues:
HCR 6 (5) (g) Forecast, where a request can not be determined Testimony, a court of movement may make the request or make such a request as necessary to ensure a fair and expeditious decision. Costs and Tariffs High Court HCR 67 Indicates rates are paid to court, while HCG 68 indicates Rates are applicable â € â € ® Sheriff. The goal of the
discovery is to ensure that an opponent is not caught by surprise in the trial. In terms of the request, the debtor has the obligation to make regular payments to the administrator. At the end of the case, the legal representatives will summarize the evidence and argue that the court decide. Although a successful special foundation has the effect of
discarding the action, it is not frequently defined before the test. If the author is legally represented, the convocation must be signed by a lawyer. Two different forms for interploring calls are provided for in Annex 1 to the rules of the Court of Magistrate in order to provide for each circumstance: Section 69 (1) makes a provision Specific for the
interploring process in the context of the property connected or about to be attached to the execution under the process of any court. ^ MC Rule 12. In this case, the courts of the magistrates rule 12 (1), AlÂ ° B), and the main rule of Court 31, Alterna a), Alterna A), require the author to provide the opportunity for the opportunity to make it,
delivering a warning. to archive its foundation; Contrary case, it will be prevented. ^ Wright V Wightelike Provinsie Kelders BPK 2001 (4) SA 1165 (C) at 1181H-1182A. Appealing a way to defend themselves against a claim is to give the own versions of the events. The warning stresses the reasons in which the application is also being made to the
exact section or SEPIONS of the supplicant against which the application is being brought. The 56 section also predicts that if the debtor pays for the receipt of the letter, the creditor shall have the right to recover the rates and costs prescribed in the rules of a registered letter of demand, provided that the amount of Such rates and costs were
declared in the demand letter. When a part fails to increase the above issues, the Court assumes that the Condones Condones party failures of the other Party in these response. THE Matêcia. If the application is not opposite, the facts, as established in the documents, are accepted. ADFIN (PTY) LTD V Durable Engineering Works (PTY) Ltd 1991 (2)
SA 366 (C). If done earlier, this can result in an order of adverse costs against the party, even if this party is successful. It should be defined in normal time of 10:00 or on the same day if the court has not yet been postponed. If the author rejects him, he must be sure that the court will grant judgment by more than the offer, or risk an order of adverse
costs. As the process must be initiated Rule 57 (1) foreseen that anyone who wishes to make an application to the Court for an order declaring another person (the patient Â â € ") is an inexpensive mind , and as such unable to manage its own matters and appointing a healer for the person or property of the patient, it must, at first instance, apply to
the court for the name of an ad litem healer for the patient . The decision explicitly did not challenge other provisions that allow prison because they do not pay for certain categories, such as maintenance orders. Section 56 Section 56 It is expected that a registered demand letter can be sent by the lawyer who operates to a lender to a debtor who is
responsible for the payment of the date ("any sum liquidated money due") claimed in the letter. With regard to delivery of a defective intention notice of defending, Article 12 (2) establishes the meaning of the term "of Feitudo ". In this case, the author is necessary to give the rule a chance to correct the defect within five days, failing which standard
judgment will not be granted. Litigation since the problems of proprietorships have been resolved, the formal litigation process begins. In terms of rule 49 (5), Album B), an application of this nature can be done at any time after the author has agreed for Rescission or variation of the judgment. Provisional phrase can be refused, or or The procedures
postponed, if an inadequate copy is attached to the call. ^ Refer to rule 5, n. Â ° 2, Alterna A), of the courts of the courts of the magistrates. Instead of holding the debtor (but only if the creditor consents), the sheriff can deliver the debtor a warning to attend court. WARNING AND SERVICE Although the general rule requires the notice of a request to
be given to the interviewee, there may be exceptional circumstances where the warning will be prevented from the application object. With regard to the form, the particulars of claim must be divided into separate paragraphs and numbered consecutively with each evasion that appears in a separate paragraph. [45] [46] With regard to the context, it
must contain the following: a heading; [47] [48] A declaration of the facts in which claim is based; [49] [50] Jurisdiction; A cause of action; And a prayer. ^ "The Court of Justice may, after the good cause shown or if it is satisfied that there is a good reason to do so, rescind or vary the standard judgment on these terms, as can consider adjustment"
(Rule 49 (1)). After the sale conclusion, the sheriff must attach to the return of a return roller "showing property details sold, the names and addresses of buyers (where they known), and a account of the distribution of income. ^ from Witts Auto Body Repairs (PTY) Ltd V Fedgen Insurance Co Ltd 1994 (4) SA 705 (E). The act prescribes the factors
that the court should take into consideration In determining the ability of the debtor to pay the debt due. In such an instance, lenders will have to revert to other donations collection devices, as a request for the debtor's property. In the case of a natural person (as provided for by the application for insolvency), or an application for the liquidation or
winding of the debtor of the judgment, in the case of a legal person (as provided by the law of or by the law of corporation close). In the context of mobile and immobile property, immobile, It means that property on the property should collect on the debtor. Although this is not specifically provided for in the Supreme Court, the practice is the same. If
the applicant merely deny everything declared by the RÃ © in its foundation, no response is necessary. [81] If the Rule has a complaint © Similar to the basis of the rom for claim in the convention (claim of the author). [81] Close to claims, rule 21 (MC) specifically indicates when allegations are considered closed. A party can, in exceptional
circumstances, be ordered to pay your counterpart cost. You can refer the subject to trial with appropriate directions as to the request or the definition of questions. If the Court holds an order under an ex-party application, and subsequently emerges that the relevant facts, which could have influenced the court's decision, have not been disclosed, the
Court of Justice It has the discretion of establishing the order once in terms of -divolation. A candidate can handle, for example, that the interviewee is in an illegal possession of the applicant's engine vehicle, and threatened to destroy it in the case of the applicant's procedure for his recovery. Evidence is presented on paper and do not live you.
Notwithstanding the rule relating to anticipated disputes in fact, there are certain types of procedures in which requests should be used: insolvency process; Where a party seeks urgent relief; or where the legislation thus said. ^ Rule 18 (3). ^ In Tlhomoe V Maury (EDMS) BPK H / A Franelle Gordn Boutique 1988 (3) SA 922 (o), the Court decided
that a summarized academy granted in the absence of the Roma and its legal representative constituted a standard judgment which could be terminated in terms of S 36 (a). ^ See rule 19 (3) of the rules of the Court of South Divorce. The execution creditor does not do not Claim, the sheriff should seek a call of interpretly in terms of section 69 of the
act of the courts of the magistrates, read with MCR 44. For example, an applicant whose life is Approaches may approach a court for a provisional interdication that restricts the respondent to him, despite the fact that the applicant predicts that the interviewee in a response statement shall deny threat. The altered rules of the MC only provide for
excelement in the first two reasons. [75] This is brought in line with the rules of HC, which predicted excelion in the first two reasons. [76] Exception logic is that you can not expect a RÃ ©. Fill your defense if he is prejudiced in some way. The deductions are made monthly, starting at the end of the month following the order of attachment on the
pawns was served on the pawn. On the other hand, the Section 26 (4) of the Maintenance Law foreseen (notwithstanding anything in relation to any law) that any pension, annuity, gratification Or compassionate subservation or other similar benefit is responsible for being attached or submitted to the execution under any execution warrant. "That
means," asks Torquil Paterson, who is only in these circumstances that the absence of intentional default is a requirement? If none of these two proposals will be served, it is not necessary to deliver a replication. ^ HC Rule 23 (2). ^ Eckard's 2005, p. In such an event, an interploring may be the most appropriate action course. Frequently occurs,
however, that the RÃ © has a convention. The other audience of the subject is posteriorized. The Court can direct that oral evidence should be heard in issues specified with a view to solving any litigation in fact. Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd V Saunderson and others [2006] 2 All SA 382 (SCA). It is clear from the principles above this equity is an
important consideration. Where the court makes an order The payment of money, the implementation will be carried out against the property of the debtor; In this case, the warrant shall be in accordance with Annex 1, formulation 32. ^ S 29 (1) (b). ^ Rule 18 (4). If the judgment is for the RÃ ©, the author, the author must make payment before the
Court of Roma costs since payment. A resource refers to the substantive existence of a decision: that is, for fact findings and law. Where the high court do not deal with costs, it is not finalized. ^ William SPILEOO & CO (MB) (PTY) LTD V Marx 1963 (4) SA 994 (C). In some courts, the recorder refuses to grant a date of evaluation until the
establishment was maintained. He consults a lawyer, telling him that he has a good defense for the subject and would definitely have entered a appearance to defend if he knew about the call. In this case, the request must be supported by a testimony, in which the reasons should be established for the absence or pattern of the RÃ ©. Consent The
court has a jurisdiction on any rule that appears and does not oppose its jurisdiction. Luna Meubel V Makin is the leader case about the question of how and when an urgent application can be brought. The main difference is that the application procedures are used â € - only where there is no material dispute for the facts. [133] Application processes,
since there are no material literators, in application processes, the case proceeds largely in a law dispute; Witnesses are not normally called. It may be, for example, that there was no use. ^ MC rule 19 (2). If that is the case, the sheriff must notify the creditor of the existence of such a request. This is perhaps the most drumatic action open to court. ^
s 28. This form is often referred to as â € ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ moo. - serves to inform the Court and the interviewee that a specific type of application will be made in a In a time specified in a specific court, and that the legal relief mentioned in it shall be requested. Exception previously, a RÃ © U in MC presented an exception where he wanted to raise an objection
on the basis of one of the following grounds listed: the call does not divulge a cause of action. [70] The call is vacancy and embarrassing. [71] Allegation does not fulfill the rules of the Court. [72] The call has not been properly served. [73] The copy of the convocation served in the RÃ © u differs substantially from the original. [74] All items above are
technical aspects of the call that are apparent ex facie (on the face of) the document. The service of such a application does not need to be effected by the sheriff; It is usually effected by the lawyer's messenger. This usually occurs in the context of provisional sentence processes. The warning of the intention of opposing should be a defending
intention warning. There are three common reasons for Jurisdiction in the Supreme Court: Domiculty (Ratio Domicililii); cause of action (Ratione Res Gestae); and property situated within the court area (Ratone King Sitae). Article 42, n. Â ° 1, complements the common legislation, providing certain cases where the Court of Justice may, whether mere
motu or on the application for one of the parties, reserve or rule one of its judgments or Orders. It is important to keep in mind that where the formalities established in HCR and MCR are not fulfilled, in the last analysis, the sale in the execution can be empty. Before a cost account may be taxed, the party that drafted the account should request a
date for tax master tax. The provisional convocation is subsequently converted into a combined distraction of high courts or an ordinary convocation of the Court of Magistrate, as the case may be. Although this is not specifically provided for in the high court, the practice exists thereof. Such costs are generally granted if there is a substantial
deviation of The consultory of the person - where, for example, the person acted from malaises, negligently or unjustly. Where, however, any claim is made by another person to any seized property, the sheriff goes, before taking the property in custody, requesting the execution creditor to provide indemnity Since the sheriff's satisfaction against any
loss or damage incurred as a result of convulsion. The creditor can cause a certified copy of the order to be met in the new employer, along with a certificate specifying the balance in debt with the date account. The plea (generally referred to as the foundation on the Methods) and the special foundation appears in the same document. In the last
years, the Constitutional Court, the Court of Claims of Earth and labor courts adopted a new principle: that people should not be dissuaded from applying their rights because they fear they have to pay the costs of their adversh Rio, on top of your own if they do not succeed. When the judgment creditor emits an attachment order of any court which is
not that in which the judgment was obtained, a authenticated copy of the judgment against the debtor must accompany the statement. There are other examples of applications that do not claim final relief, such as rescision applications and provisionary sentence. The goal of exception is, therefore, to have dismissed call and end the action in its
entirety. ^ MC Rule 13 (3) (B). Tactical considerations An offer of settlement commitment is a valuable tactical weapon to achieve the settlement of the subject. A photocopy of each of the published warnings must be supplied to the Sheriff as proof of publication. Content of the administration order The content of an order of administration assumes a
prescribed form. There is no rule in the high court, and rule 16 also replaced by rule 15, which A decoration. This principle is only for a final final request (as a request for payment of money, or for the vindication of an article) or for a final interdict. Dethecs of claiming the rules of courts prescribe the form of the data, as well as the Content. There are
several factors that can affect where a case will be heard: residence; cause of action; The place where the dispute arose; The quantum and nature of claim; consent; location of property; and other factors. High cut the term "high cut" is misleading, because it suggests that there are only one, while in reality there are many, divided into provincial
(CPD, DCD, TPD, NCP, OPD) and local divisions (WLD, DCLD, SECLD) . ^ Rule 16 (5). P. 112. Support The objective of a statement is to record certain facts under oath, which the court will consider in determining whether or not to grant or not the application. The vast majority of the orders of provisioning sentence become final judgments. With
regard to the costs of the appearance in Câmara Audience, the rule applies that the debtor of the academy will be sentenced to pay costs unless it appears in the hearing that the debtor made an offer to resolve the Due to trial in parcels. That the Court considers reasonable, or unless it seems that it notified the lender of the judgment that has not
been able to make an offer, and the court considers that this is true. This step involves the exchange of documents; Time limits; compliance with judicial rules and procedures; and finally the judgment or audition. The notice should also indicate the way in which the rule prefers all customs and documents to be exchanged. [65] The warning is given to
the author to deliver it physically to his address, or via registered mail. Rule 49, paragraph 2 provides that an applicant was aware of the standard ten days after the date on which it was granted, unless the applicant is If it were like a "commitment offer" without prejudice, and the applicant accepted, all claim is extinct. The rule should raise your
defense through a statement, which the author can respond with a response statement. Standard judgments on liquidated orders must be terminated in terms of common law or rule 42 (1). Replication and foundation in the convenience the applicants' responses to the basis of the Roma with a replication. If it is clear that, after receipt of the notice to
appear in the Court in terms of Section 65A (1), the debtor of the trial made a written offer to pay the dance of judgment in plots or otherwise, or The debtor is able to pay the dance in reasonable installments, the Court may order that he pays the dawn judgment and the costs in specified installments, and may also authorize the emission of an
attachment order. The Sheriff of the Court (previously known as the Messenger of the Court) is a creature of status, created by the Sheriff's act, [9] who entered into force in 1990. The testimonies must declare all the facts observed by their opinions regarding The nature, extension and probable duration of any mental disorder or defect so observed,
and their reasons for these opinions; And if the patient is or not in his opinion unable to manage his subjects. The Republic of South Africa is divided into magistrial districts and regional divisions, and each has a court of magistrates. [4] The Regional Court was previously a criminal court; However, since August 2010, it also had civilian jurisdiction.
Any additional additional is treated in terms of judicial rules. Such a fixing is necessary to fulfill the rule of evidence against the Hearsay. The testimony should also establish the foundations of the defense of the rom for claim. The Court of Justice may, in any case, postpone the in the presence of the debtor of the academy or, in the of a legal person,
in the presence of the director or director of the debtor, as the court may determine. Any interested party can then request a modification of such selling conditions. Subsequently, the rules relating to actions are applicable. Motion warning should be a simple call. When the Application to the Court for the name of a healer is unnecessary if a person is
unable to manage his own matters, and the estimated value of his property does not exceed R100,000, A judge can, in the application, naming a bonis healer. At the top court, the practice is not significantly different. The act also provides in section 65 for a procedure whereby the debtors can be summoned before the court to face an investigation in
its failure to pay the did. For this reason, the test is not as rigorous as when the final relief is sought; In fact, favors the applicant. The document establishes the intention of the rule to defend the action as well as the address in which will receive all the additional documents in the process. Cape Law Society of Good Hoping V Windvogel 1996 (1) SA
1171 (C). This is perhaps the most important part of the statement. ^ S 29 (1) (H). The interviewee should then deliver a response statement unless the interviewee depends exclusively on a point of law. The degree of relaxation should not be greater than the requirement of the demands of the case; It should be proportional to this. Demission of the
application is necessary that the applicant must reasonably have foreseen that a material dispute would actually arise at the time the request was brought, but the applicant, however, , the Court of Justice may dismiss the implementation with the costs. ^ a B C D PetÃ £, Stephen; Hulme, David; du plessis, max; Palmer, Robin; Sibanda, Omphemetse
(2011). ISBN 9780195993301. The court is thus provisionally satisfied that the author will succeed in principal. 14 Ã¢ â¬ "37. "37. This is not specifically provided for in the raised court, the practice is the same; The sheriff will hold the property, even if it is insufficient to meet the integral judgment. The application for the action will be postponed,
and the author will have the right to present a response statement that participates in all the points raised in the opposite testimony of the RÃ ©. Examples include contract violation and crime damage. If the real estate does not pay the value of the capital, the author can send an execution warrant against the property of the RÃ ©. Having received
such notification, the creditor is obliged in terms of Section 66 (2) of the act of the courts of the magistrates, to cause a notification of the intended sale in the execution to be served personally on the preferred lender; Alternatively, the execution creditor should do the application to the district's magistrate court where the property is situated to
achieve a direction on what measures should be taken to bring the intended sale to the preferred creditor's warning. [129] Section 66 (2) It is also foreseen that no real estate subject to any preferred claim is sold in the execution, unless the sales resources are sufficient to meet Claim that such a full preferred lender; Or the preferred creditor
confirms the sale in writing, where the event the preferred creditor will be considered agreed to accept such a process in full liquidation of claims. Mobile property, immobile and incorporeal as a general rule, the lender of the trial has the right to both the property of the judgment debtor and satisfies the judgment, the more costs. The purpose of a
provisioning sentence is, therefore, to bring the process to a quick end, especially when the rule does not have a defense for the author's liquid claim. An application is thus consisting of the following documents: a standard judgment request; the original convocation; and a service return. 21. Court explained that professionals should carefully analyze
the facts of each case to determine, for the purpose of fixing the case for audition, if a greater or lesser degree of relaxation of the rules is required. The original court can not revisit the subject; It ‰ fico officio. Supreme Court of Appeal The Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA), located in Bloemfontein, is the highest court in cases of appeal, without
constitutional basis. 77. ^ S 29 (1) (C). Name of the healer if a person can be unreasonable, and as such unable to administer their own matters, the processes can be instituted by a statement of the court for this purpose, and for The name of curators for your person and property (Curator personae). What remains is the investigation of the financial
status of the debtor and the possibility of requests being made as a result of this beginning. Section 58 in contrast, section 58 provides for unconditional consent for the trial, together with a consent to a court order for the payment of the dance in parcels. The nio of the test the aliquantife and the rich bear shall disrupt and expanding proof in
considerations different in the cost of sentence. GRAFF-Reinet Municipality V Van Ryneveld's Pass Irrigation Board 1950 (2) SA 420 (A). The property can be mobile, immobile or incorporeal. This usually occurs where the rule resides outside the republic and there is another basis for the court jurisdiction. This commission is deducted from the
amount paid to the lender. After the transfer of the property, and the product distribution plan was open for inspection, the necessary payments are made to lenders according to the distribution plan. Where no order is made for the costs in the courts of the magistrates, such costs will be costs in the action. ^ Rule 15 (4). ^ Rule 17 (2) (a). MCR 36 (1)
of the Magistrate foreseen that the For the implementation of any ejection judgment, the delivery of property (mobile or immobile), or the payment of the money will be made by guarantee issued and signed by the Court's officer and directed to the Sheriff . The fees charged in a party and party account must be in accordance with the fees and
charges established in the schedule for the Court's rules. Costs until today will be reserved for the determination by the court of judgment (or will be paid by the applicant). The new employer is launched at the limit, subject to its right to contest the existence or validity of the order and the exactness of the claimed balance. The primary principle
behind the provisional sentence procedure is that the Court of Justice will grant the author to the author on the basis of an indebtedness assessment, founded on the legal validity of the Liquid document before the Court. The rÃ u will often sign in the back page page to confirm your receipt. Solve a dispute in fact taking into account the disadvantage
that the interviewee is placed in a final relief request, it is not allowed a court, where genuine litigation in fact in material issues, decide on the subject in a mere Balance of probabilities, as it would be done in an action. References Paterson books, TJM. Rule 9 of the Court of Magistrate, and rule 4, paragraph 1, allega (a), of the high court, to predict
the services of service. If the creditor proceeds to call, and the debtor consists of judgment, certain provisions also provide for the obtaining of an appropriate judgment. A real estate choosing to proceed to the trial can convene the author, since the value of the trial has been paid, provide security to meet the register or the clerk. The result is that the
application is converted into a test action, where oral evidence can be led. If the warning is sent before the judgment is granted, but after request It has been presented, the author is entitled to costs. Jute, 2010. If, at the hearing, the court is completed that the debtor of the trial has a mobile or immobile ownership that can be attached and sold to
meet the dance of the judgment, or part of it, the Court of Justice may authorize the assessment of execution guarantee against this furniture or immobile property, or such a part of it as the Court may deem appropriate; Or authorize the emission of such a warrant, together with an order for the payment of judgment, in periods periological in terms of
Section 73. Anyone who obstructs the sheriff in the realization of his fun It is guilty of an offense. The section 65a (10) provides details of the procedure to be followed when the court points out the failure of a debtor to participate. 38 (1) (a). Barclays Western Bank Ltd V Pretorius 1979 (3) SA 637 (n). RÃ © U can select any of the two procedural
options: the Rule that intends to pursue to trial and enter the main case should give a warning to the author within two months from the date of the provisional judgment. Administration orders in terms of Section 74 of the MCA, an application for order of administration is described as a modified form of insolvency proceedings and predicted from the
dance to the debtors whose diverts are inferior to R50,000. In this case, the immobile property can be attached at first instance without the need to try first run against mobile property. In the Court of Magistrate, [118] [119] rescision of a standard judgment will be granted if there is a good reason; [120] or in good cause shown. [121] It is important
to note that rescision is not available in relation to provisional sentences or summary judgments. Pressant Services Ltd v Schuttler 1990 (2) SA 411 (C). In this respect, the MCR 33 (16) foreseen that, where the costs or expenses are granted to any party by the Court (otherwise, by an action From the entrance of the appearance of the Rule to defend,
or on the consent of the Roma with the trial before the appearance has expired), the part to whom such costs or expenses were awarded must provide a note of such costs or expenses. The parts are referred to as the applicant and the RÃ ©. This form of prison, when related to failure or inability to pay for doubts, nothing more than a disguised

extension of civil prison for the date, which had been abolishing The Civil Prison Act of 1977. It costs bonis properties this is an order that costs are paid by the lawyer instead of by the client. If a third party claimant does not attend the court on the stipulated day, or can not deliver a statement in stipulated time, or within an additional period, since
the court can allow, or seems, but Fulfilling any request Court after an appearance, the Court of Justice can make an order in order to do any additional claim in relation to the subject of the dispute. Although the process form is slightly different, the procedure is similar. ^ S 38. Costs the term "legal costs" refers to the costs that are paid in relation to
the rates of any legal practitioner which has acted on behalf of a party, and any expenses incurred in relation to Such called items, faxes, photocopies or payments to the Court Sheriff for the service of a document. A court can also make a lawyer and client order to penalize a party that the court believes unduly acted. Other information prior to the
change in MC rules, rules 15 and 16 predictions for a roma, requesting more information on the cause of the action, to clarify any questions in the information of claim to the case before him. The originals are delivered to the court at the application's audience. However, in practice, few frogs continue case. A refusal or intentional failure in
comparison in terms of a notice in terms of Section 65a (1) or (8) is an offense, making the debtor subject to a fine or prison by a Period exceeding three months. ^ A slightly different conclusion was reached in Phillips T / A Southern Cross Optical V SA Vision Care (Pty) Ltd 2000 (2) SA 1007 (C) to 1013A-H, where Van Reenen J indicated that the
criterion © Rio was now "less rigorous" but these observations were obiter. In subsequent cases, the effect of Japhtha's decision was considered as regards the implementation of the default trial in terms of HCR 31 (5), as well as the implementation of the property immobile in the High Court in terms of HCR 45. Plus litigation, although judgment now
manages its course, the dispute is not yet settled. Law of Interpretation of Legislation 33 of 1957. ^ S 29 (1) (g). The relief sought in such a case is not final, but simply provision. Relevant provisions are contained in rule 17 of the Court's uniform rules. An execution stay can be granted in exceptional circumstances; A final judgment may occasionally
be terminated. Exceptions to the form of general notification rules of rule 6 (1) refers to petitions; Reference for it is also found in legislation. At the date of hearing, the parties should appear in the Court. The academy then has all the effects of a judgment of this magistrate court, although the amount of the accuracy may exceed the court of the
Court. ^ S 38 (1) (E). In practice, the parties generally agree that the capital value due in terms of the judgment will be paid directly to the register or function by the rule, to be carried out as security. This operation carries out such administrative duties as emissions of calls, receiving assumptions, compiling judicial rolls and keeping records, [4] and
also have the task of observing judgments in certain subjects. These are treated in the 46 intersection of the act and include include on the validity or interpretation of a will or other testament document; questions in which the status of a person is affected; subjects in which a perpetal silence decree is sought; and subjects involving specific
performance without the alternative of damages, except the provision of an account in which claim does not exceed the prescribed monetary jurisdiction; and delivery or transfer of property, mobile or immobile, where property value does not exceed the prescribed value. Although a complete Bench of the WLD has decided that the case Japhtha would
affect HCR 45 (1), and that the judicial supervision of this procedure had to be read to this rule, the SCA at Standard V Saunderson found it unnecessary lo. If another person's interests are affected by an ex-party request, the court will not grant a final order without giving the respondent the opportunity to submit a defense. ^ Meyer v Beykeyveld No
& Other 1958 (4) SA 539 (t) to 542d. It determines largely if the subject will continue or not to the main case. ^ Pet, Stephen; Hulme, David; du plessis, max; Palmer, Robin; Sibanda, Omphemetse (2011). An author who fails to provide security is not entitled to provisory relief; He must proceed to the main proceedings and request a concessile of the
final judgment. Although it is generally thought to be advisable that all these aspects are covered in a premium conference in the magistrate court, the rule does not specify this. No provision appears in the altered judicial rules. ^ Rule 49 (3). A party can, however, wish to raise an objection based on a defect that does not appear from the face of
allegations, in which case it will rise a special foundation. The convocation must meet the usual requirements for a call, in relation to the personal data of the applicant and the rom, and must provide an address for the service within eight kilometers of court. Coetzee v Government of the Republic of South Africa; Matiso and other V commanding
official, Port Elizabeth Prison and another 1995 (4) SA 631 (DC). In the Court of Magistrate, the matter must be established until three days before the day it will be heard. The Section 2 of the Protection Law of Statutory Pensions predict that no pension, right to a pension or any contribution made by anyone for a pension, It will be responsible for
being attached or submitted to any form of execution under a trial of a court. It is submitted that the absence of intentional defaults applies to all applications, and which still remains part of demonstrating "good cause". It is also subject to that in the circumstances of rule 49 (4), the unus of demonstrating the absence of intentional defaults will rest in
the applicant. [104] As regards the previous rule, it was sustained that the Unus of demonstrating that the applicant was in intentional defraint in the interviewee: "If this is still the case seems to be arguable." [104] Generally, then, rescision may not be granted if the rule is in intentional defaults; And you can not show a Prima facie defense. This
means that the officer or register is allowed to grant judgment as long as the papers are in order. The next thing he knew the sheriff was at his door telling him that judgment had been taken against him. Administrator, transvaal and other V theletsane and other 1991 (2) SA 192 (A). The creditor's reminder is to follow a process known as â € ™ ¬
"stating, which is established in specific rules of the Court of High Court and Magistrate. Audience of the application to apply the application It is heard before a magistrate in a 65-year-old cut, and in the presence of the debtor or a legal representative appointed, as well as lenders and their respective legal representatives. Pattern Judgment Once the
convocation, with all attachments, have served in the RÃ © u and the necessary time needed In order for a response to have lapsed without such an answer, a party may request the trial. In the Court of Magistrate, the only time requirement appears in MCR 36 (7), which foreclosures that an execution warrant is not given before the day after which,
in which the judgment is given without a license The court applied at the time of granting judgment. Except where a party is appearing in person, he or she does not eliminate or sign the allegations; This is done by the legal representative. The standard judgment is inserted or given in the absence of the part against who is done. [52] Frequently
occurs when a real estate could not register your advocate intention notice, but it can also be inserted against the author. The RÃ © U is bringing the application to terminate the standard judgment, but do not want to defend the process. [111] This happens where the rule would have been happy to pay if he knew he summons. For more notes on the
action process (judgment) The civil procedure in the Civil Civil Process RSA in the South Africa is the formal rules and rules that the courts follow in that country by awarding the Ação (In opposition to procedures in issues of criminal law). [1] The legal kingdom is broadly divided into substantive and procedural law. The Supreme Court enjoys
"inherent jurisdiction", which means that it derives its powers of the common law (although the statutory law modifies these powers). It has discretion decide on one of the other steps below and, in addition to penalizing the applicant with a cost order. The action process of actions are testing as we know them. A request for standard judgment must
be written [53] [59] and presented with the Court's Officer or Recorder. The subject is then converted into an experimental action, in which the implementation rules and conduct of a judgment will be applied. The simple call is the high equivalent of the Court of Ordinary Connection in the Court. See Leo Manufacturing CC V Robor Industrial (PTY)
LTD T / A ROBOR STEWARTS & LLOYDS 2007 (2) SA 1 (SCA) to 49. The difference between an "unconditional" offer or contest, on the one hand, and an offer or an offer or contest "without prejudice", on the other, can be illustrated as follows: unconditional: "I admit that I owe you this particular part of your claim and I am prepared to pay it. A limit
It is also in terms of gratification or benefit paid under the diseases and mines and mines and occupational works, and mobile or immobile ownership acquired with such a gratification or benefit. Calls It consists of the following: a warning; a form of consent for judgment; a form of appearance to defend; a description drawing at the section 109 of the
act; a notice of drawing attention SEÇÕES 57, 58, 65A and 65D of Act; the address in which the author will receive a service of the whole process; a signature; Party quotes; Owl ; ; And a prayer. [43] The call is usually signed by a lawyer, or for the complainant personally if he is not represented. Due to the risk involved, the act allows the lawyer to
covers a larger amount than he would have the right to charge if the issue was conducted on a normal basis. RÃ © u is forced to show good cause because judgment should be terminated; Alternatively, the court must be pleased that there is a good reason to do so. The date of sale must be at least fifteen days after the Annex. Once it has been drawn
up, it should be issued by the Court or Registrar's operation, which places a stamp in the document and give it a case number. If the request is made under common legislation, the Court of Justice may be requested in whose area of jurisdiction the patient was domiciled at the time of his mentally sick. These include personal service; Service in an
agent; Service in another in the residence Negotity Place [51] Service in the workplace of the RÃ © u; Service at home domicollium Citandi et Executandi; Service for the ability; and registered post service (which applies only to the Court of Magistrate). The issues in the SCA are presided over by judges under the leadership of the president of the
Supreme Court of Appeal. ^ a B C and Assande, and; Faris, already; Cassim, F (2013). The applicant shall be entitled to the immediate payment of the value of the trial and tax cost. ^ COETZEE V Government of the Republic of South Africa; Matiso and other V commanding official, Port Elizabeth Prison and another 1995 (4) SA 631 (DC). The
announcement must be published at least ten days before the sale. The court can make such order on any additional implementation expenses caused by claim, and for the payment of costs incurred by the application or sheriff, as it may be fair. Jurisdiction in the Upper Court, the Constitution, in the section 169, allows high courts to hear any subject,
except cases which may be heard only by the Constitutional Court; and cases that were attributed by an act of Parliament to another court with a status similar to that of the Supreme Court. ^ MC Rule 12 (2) (a). The exception is taken by means of a motion notice without a statement. It is the document in which the rule responds to the allegations
raised by the author. Previously, in the MC, a rule raised this defense in three reasons: [77] The allegation contained asias that were mutually inconsistent and had not been made in the alternative. The applicant must the rule choose to defend the subject, filing an adversary statement, the author must be proportionate a reasonable opportunity to
respond to it. In this case, it will be necessary to distinguish between a judgment in terms that the court commands the debtor of the judgment to carry out some act, known as a factory ad judgment Praestandum, and a judgment that orders the debtor of the trial to pay a sum Money, known as Judgment AD, pecuniam solvend (as an order to pay
damages arising from a crime). ^ Rule 15 (3). The property must belong to the debtor of the trial. ^ a B HC Rule 31. ^ It is often useful to address a statement in the same way as the oral evidence of a witness witnessing the facts. ^ Rule 31 (2) (b). The application for an order of administration enjoys preference, so that the court suspends Section 65
at the hearing of the camera until the application for an order of administration has been ruled out . It is well established in the South African law, however. The cause of action is essential to identify the elements that should be proven to be successful claiming. [10] It is therefore an investigation into substantial law, helping in determining the
appropriate civil procedure to be followed. The Court may suspend, change or terminate your order. There are two main types of applications, opposite applications and applications without opposing. Case contrary, the high court enjoys jurisdiction on all resident persons and all causes of action arising within their area of jurisdiction. The Court of
Justice may, at the request of the debtor, at any stage of the process, whether the Director or Administrator ceases to be a director or officer of the legal person, or to escape, replace the director or officer with any other person who in the substitution time is a director or officer of the legal person; The process continues, as if there was no
replacement. The property must be sold or near the place where it was attached, or to which it was removed. HIRE CO (PTY) LTD V Jeppe Street Mansions (PTY) Ltd 1949 (3) SA 1155 (t). The courts of magistrates 13 (5) provide for a late defending intention notice will still be effective as long as it is sent before the standard judgment has been
granted. Preceding cases should be â € â € - caution in the interpretation of the new rule. [98] [99] [100] [100] Certain important aspects, the new rule appears to review the position as established in ancient cases. [101] In addition to the applications for the rescision of standard judgments, the procedure by means of which a part shall make a
request for rescision or variation of a judgment in the courts of the magistrates be established in rule 49 (7), which requires such applications to be submitted to all parties; and supported by a testimony or testimonies establishing the reasons in which the applicant seeks rescission or variation. The court has a discrimination in this regard. [102]
Application can be done by any part, or any affected person therefore. This Party shall give at least five days of tax notification for an hour to be fixed, generally or in particular by the Court's official, and may include all payments that have necessarily and properly made by him. Any uncovered document can normally not be used in the trial unless
unless, by consent or in application to the court. The purpose of demand is to inform the applicant / interviewed perspective: that a particular legal representative acts on behalf of the applicant / candidate perspective; on the nature and content of claim; This payment or performance is being requested; on the time period within which the action is
necessary; and on the consequences of non-compliance with demand in order to convince the person to fulfill their obligations and thus avoid the litigation. [1] NB: It is worth noting that a demand should not threaten the other party, instead, you should warn the part of what follows after you do not fulfill. It has been argued that "the previous caselaw still applies to this sub-rule, since the" good cause "would only be shown if the explanation was reasonable, and the Bona Fide defense." [101] The requirement of absence of the intentional pattern became more problematic. Rule 49 (4) deals with the situation in which a RÃ © The trial when he does not want to proceed with the process: this is,
when he is prepared to make arrangements to satisfy the judgment. The contents of the call is established in the rules 5 and 7 of the act of the courts of the magistrates. In essence, the registration procedure condenses the action process; The allegations, as well as the evidence, are contained in the application documents that go before the Court.
Law 90 of 1986. In Bernstein v Visser, the Court explained that an interplant is a form of a procedure available for a person who is under the custody of the property to which custodia does not establish complaints by law, But what two or more people claim. The RÃ © u can therefore find that a test gives you an advantage over the author. Other
Section factors 30BIS deals with legal orders for property attachment or person to find jurisdiction. The applicant for third parties should, not less than ten days before the date of the audience specified in the call, accommodation with the sheriff a triple statement, establishing the details of claim and its reasons. It serves two proposals, that is, admit
allegations made in the foundation and raise a special response or affirmative response in the nature of a confession and avoidance. In the room, it was decided that as a general rule, the choice between procedures depends on whether a good-fan factory material dispute must have been anticipated by the party launching the process. The Court has
found that HCR 6 (12) does not allow professionals to select any day of the week, or at any time of day (or night), to require an audience. ^ Act 35 of 1976. Rule 6 of the new rules of the Court of Magistrates and the Rule 18 of the High Court have specific rules on certain cases of cases, in particular damage; contractual subjects; and marriage
subjects. The element that is more or less common to all of variation or rescision rescision This rule is error. A request to the Court for the appointment of an ad liter healer to a patient must be brought exceed and must fully present the reasons in which the applicant claims the locus Standi to make the application; The reasons in which the court is
alleged to have a jurisdiction; the age of the patient and sex, complete particularities of their means, and information regarding their general state of physical health; the relationship (if any) between the patient and the request, and the duration and intimacy of his association (if any); The facts and circumstances have invoked to show that the patient
is unintentionable and unable to administer his subjects; And the name, occupation and address of the respective people suggested as curators for the person and / or property of the patient, and a statement that these people were approached and intimidated that if named, they would be willing to act in these capabilities. The court allows the
examination or interrogation of the debtor of the judgment in relation to all matters affecting their financial position and their ability to pay the daily judgment and costs, and also in relation to o to your failure to do so. A similar structure, providing a specific process of interplaced, [130] and for a general interceptoader process, [131] emerges from
MCR 44. The execution creditor, or any person having an interest in the correct realization The property, can not warn the sheriff within fifteen days after attachment, and subject to certain conditions, require that this property be sold by a auctioneer in the normal course of business, and may, in such a notice, appoint the auctioneer to be employed.
The first, in MCR 44 (2), is the most relevant for gifts. ^ MC Rule 44 (1). The form of the application notice to the attack is very similar to excelement warning. The Rule may appear in the court on the day named in the convocation, personally or through a and deny responsibility. ^ The warning must be in accordance with Annex 1, the form 34. The
lawyer who submitted the account will have to provide reasons for the Tax Master because the telephone calls were made and provide her test for notes of telephone conversations in the file. [132] When the invoice tax is finished, the Tax Master allocates the amount that is paid in terms of cost tax billing, puts his seal and signs him. HCR 70 (4)
forecast that the Tax Master should proceed to the taxation of any cost law, unless it is satisfied that the party is responsible for the payment received due to the And by the place of such a taxation, along with attention that he has the right to be present. As a rule, in fact, when only one person is before the court as a litigation, the registration
procedure is always appropriate, since the possibility of a dispute in fact does not exist. There must be testimonials for at least two physicians, one of which must be an alienist, who performed recent patient exams to determine and report in their mental condition. In this case, the absence of intentional defaults is a specific requirement. In the
Constitutional Court, Earth claims Court and Work Courts, judgments are often data without requests for costs, or with an order that each party must pay their own expenses. The summary judgment can be granted in four situations: where there is a liquid document; in ejection complaints; in complaints for the delivery of specified mobile property;
and for liquid sums of money. Three different forms of warranty are supplied in Annex 1. ^ Hurter, and; Faris, already; Cassim, F (2013). Having thus, put your versions of events on paper, the client does not have to appear in person. The form of the warrant depends on the type of academy granted: where the Court presents a of ejeÃ§Ã £ O, the
warrant will agree as Annex 1, 1, Author Replication and a Based on Roman Recipe Conclusion Must be delivered within 15 days after serving the foundation and convenience of RÃ © complainant. Once the implementation process is concluded, the action goes to trial. Of Kock V Davidson and another 1971 (1) SA 428 (T). The document should speak
for itself; The recognition of indebtedness should be as clear and certain in the face (ex facie) of the document that no extrinsic evidence (evidence aliunde) is necessary to prove the amount. ^ Room Hire Co (PTY) Ltd V Jeppe Street Mansions (PTY) Ltd 1949 (3) SA 1155 (t). It also seems that there is no propriety in the common law that the lender
must expect a reasonable time after judgment before issuing a warrant to give the debtor an opportunity to satisfy the judgment. The question continues to trial in the usual manner, with the court ordering the provisional convocation to be a normal call and the rule of archiving a foundation within a declared time. The applicant's ã'nus to prove the
authenticity of the signature of the Rule can be decided only by the newspapers, or the court can allow the author to fulfill the unusing oral evidence. Both are substantial and indicative of the importance of this stage before proceeding to the trial. There is no reference specific to a special foundation in MC rules or HC rules. Application applications,
also known as motion procedures, are based on the exchange of testimonials. This involves the winning party by elaborating a cost account, which will be taxed. Section 69 (2) is the general provision which provides for an interploring process in all other cases in which two or more people make adverse claims to any property under custody or
possession of the 3rd. At least ten days before the sale, the sheriff must send, by registered mail, a paper from the sale notice for each creditor caused the property immobile to be attached and every mortgage whose address is known; and post a copy of the sales notice at the Board of Notices of the District Magistrate Court in which the property is
situated. If the incorrect form of litigation is used, the court can refuse to hear the case or hear it in its current form, or can allow it to be heard, but penalize the part that used the incorrect form when it emits an order to Costs. [37] The processes of the courts are heard in the so-called "Court of First Instance". [38] During the trial, the parties strive
to prove the basic facts formulated in the allegations, through witnesses that appear in person and that provide oral, documentary or actual evidence. ^ Rule 6 (2). The subsidy to the other lawyer may not, directly or indirectly, exceed a third of the charges charged. ^ a B MC Rule 12 (1) (a). These are all in the possession of the motion court when the
case appears before that. ^ This is the same test as in the high court. The property can be removed into two circumstances: where, after the emission of the execution warrant, the execution creditor or his lawyer is able to meet the officer of the court of the Convenient to remove the property immediately, the property can be removed. If the
excelement is confirmed, the author can be convicted to correct his papers or court can dismiss the claim of the author. As it was already explained, the sheriff continues with attachment, notwithstanding the fact that a third party applicant claims property property. In terms of rule 4b, the letter must contain details of the nature and quantity of
claim. These are the so-called "statute creatures", governed and raised under the courts of the magistrates, and therefore have no inherent jurisdiction. Where no indemnification is given, the sheriff can follow the interploring process established in HCR 58. An offer is unconditional or without injury loss affect the costure of costs if the court grants
judgment in favor of the author for less than the value of the offer. The request for rescision of the standard judgment is being done by a person other than those referred to in 1, 2 or 3 above. [115] This is a capture clause for the rescision of standard judgments. It is important to observe the difference between a special foundation and an exception.
Exceptionally it can not be increased during the test. The sheriff will deliver the document to the rail. Pp. VIII Â "¢ ix. The criterion should be extended only for those who are worthy of criterion, and for those who provide adequate security. Such circumstances include fraud, dishonesty, reckless, malicious or frail and severe motives and serious
conduct. It is quick because it allows the claimant's claim to be awarded prior to judgment, and because it accelerates the process of trial concession (although judgment in this early stage is merely provision. Fides Bonn of the Roma, if the inadimplice was or not intentional, and the existence of a Prima Facie Defender took time to exercise this
discretion, being the most important aspect of existence of a prime defense. If the RÃ © does not present a appearance to defend, there is no need to send a copy of this request to the RÃ ©. The right does not have the right to assume other procedural measures until you have satisfied the provisional judgment or the applicant did not provide security
when requesting to do so. If the court is an opinion that it is appropriate to hear oral evidence in terms of HCR 6 (5) (g), the Court can determine which people call witnesses; It may also determine issues relating to what oral evidence to be presented. The service of the judicial process is carried out by the sheriff. In particular, the security should be
granted when the judgment creditor is performing a judgment in circumstances where the call does not have About RÃ © U personally, unless the RÃ © U has come into a appearance to defend or the attachment notice was given to the debtor personally. Under certain exceptional circumstances, however, a court can change or cancel its judgment.
128). It is not necessary that the property is sold by the sheriff. The first is where the institutional part applies to the court to grant some other form of service: for example, via newspaper. Lawyer and Property-Property Costs Advocate and own customers costs are the remuneration to which a lawyer is entitled, in terms of an agreement or mandate
with the client who stipulates that the lawyer is paid accordingly. with a predetermined rate (per hour, for example). The statement is a separate document in which the author must establish his claim data in the same precise as in a combined convocation. Consequently, HCR 6 (12) provides that the Court can dispense with the forms and services
provided for in the rules, and may have the question in one turn and place, and in accordance with such a procedure (which, as much as possible, either in terms of the rules), as judging adequate. The applicant is only entitled to this point. This is usually done at a conference pronid -experation. This does not include all costs; Only those who have
been needed and adequately incurred to get justice and protect customer rights. There are prescribed forms of service that are allowed by law. Section 65 Procedure in which there is a patch for the payment of an amount of money, and the debtor of the Academy made a written offer to pay in parcels, and where such offer is accepted by the lender of
the trial or by the His lawyer, the judgment creditor for court officer for an order that the debtor paid for such a quantity according to the offer. Constitutional Court This is the highest court in constitutional WightMan T / A JW Construction v Headfour 2008 (3) SA 371 (SCA). The lack of fulfillment of these rules will result in the irregular statement. ^
Rule 17 (2) (D). A provisional sentence simply implies that the author obtained by the author in this initial stage is provision and can not prevent the rule of continuing for the main proceedings. The courts of the magistrates, where a third party claimant sets the property attached or about to be attached by the sheriff, or to any property product so
connected and sold in the execution, the sheriff shall give a warning of such a claim To the execution lender. According to Audi's principle alter, and as a general rule, justice and justice require that the court should not make an order against anyone, unless the affected person has received the notification the appropriate legal relief sought.
Replication can not introduce new claims or causes of action and may not contradict the details of claim. As seen by Sachs J in Coetzee, the little debtor without means will not be more confronted with prison, from which he can only be rescued by family or friends. The court can give so much guidance on the allegations and determination of questions
as appropriate. The result of coetzee is that the procedure of the Section 65 had its teeth drawn. A special foundation can be raised at the following grounds listed: prescription; lack of jurisdiction; lis pendens; Locus Standi; resurgence; populated; arbitration; Costs in an earlier suit among the same parts are still excellent; and non-tenderly and
miserable. Plascon-Evans Paints Ltd V Van Riebeeck Paints (PTY) Ltd 1984 (3) SA 623 (A). If no replication is delivered, all factual claims in the plea are automatically placed in question. If the applicant rejects this, the RÃ © u can pay the value in court in "final liquidation". If the applicant does not accept the This can not be disclosed Court until the
end of the trial. As soon as he discovers about the trial, he makes arrangements to pay, but in that is he is already a judgment against his name. In terms of the rules, the standard judgment is granted in the following circumstances: when there is a failure to provide a warning of intention to defend in any way; [53] [54] When there is a failure to
provide an intention notice of defending voltage; [55] [56] When the warning of intention to defend, although delivered, be defective; [57] And when there is a failure to deliver a foundation calmly or at all. [56] [58] The consequences of each depend on which of the above circumstances applies: in the case of a failure to provide a defend intention
notification, the author shall be granted His request for standard judgment where the call is in order and has been adequate service. There is no need to send the document through the sheriff. There is no order of costs where a court expressly indicates "not for costs", each of the parties is responsible for its own costs. ^ MC Rule 20. There are
usually several disputes in fact; As such, the court is obliged to consider the evidence and rule on which version is more likely. For example, Cameron institutes a Rodney claim. Section 65 and administration orders that the Court of Justice may postpone the hearing in terms of section 65a (1) if the judgment should submit with the Court of Justice a
request from an order of administration before or at the time of hearing. Variation and trial rescission normally, since the Court has given a final order or judgment, the subject is closed. In terms of this request, a court will help the debtor naming an administrator to take control of the financial issues of the debtor and manage the payment of
diversions due to lenders. This decision was not followed by Josman and Van Reenen JJ in RFS Supplies V Barnard Bigara Enterprises CC 2002 (1) SA 896 (C). Inward The procedures, the documents equivalent to request are called "processes"; These processes do not only formulate the factual dispute, but also offer evidence in support of factual
allegations. Once the exception warning was filed in the author, the exception must be inscribed for audition. The lawyer will then send the warrant to the sheriff, also send a letter to the sheriff with instructions to immediately remove the articles to be attached. The procedures described below must be read with the remedy of the Constitutional
Court in mind. The limit defined by the Minister is R2000. In terms of rule 16, (2), a part can only request more details, as are strictly necessary to prepare for the trial. ^ MC Rule 23. Section 4 (3) of the law of the courts of the magistrates predicted that all processes issued in the court of a magistrate apply throughout the country. [4] In terms of the
overtime, Bill, the Court of Magistrate would be renamed the "lower court" and the presidents known as "lower court judges", which would be appointed by the commission of judicial services. It is recommended that the request be elaborated as much as possible before the test, as failure to meet can result in several interlocutation applications,
which may take time. In considering the relevant rules of the Supreme Court, and the appropriate section and rules of the Court of Magistrate, the fact that the interploring processes may occur in a different context of execution To the This amount is calculated in terms of section 74C (2), taking into account the difference between the future debtor's
revenue and certain prescribed expenses "in need". Unless the Court or Act provides for the cost of the cost of the application in terms of Section 74 (1) becomes a first claim against money controlled by the administrator. definitions here are not the paper in the final decision, final, than perhaps in relation to credibility. Before the decision of
Coetzee, the sanction is not fulfilled by the debtor was prison, which was described as â € ™ Å "Inprisionment by Court of Court. Sachs J, in his academy, described this as a misnomer. Parts for these processes are called applicant and interviewed. P. 113. The inventory must be attached to a fixing warning. As a general rule, the simple call is used
when claiming is for a ditch or a liquidated demand. [41] There are certain subjects for which a combined convocation is prescribed: for example, in divorce issues. [42] At the top court, however, it is usual only to use a simple call when it is certain that it is appropriate to do so. When the original accuracy or order of payment of the judgment,
referred to in section 65A (1), was given in any court that the court of the district court in which the beginning is carried out, the Court of court can not issue the notice by calling the debtor to appear before the court until a certified copy of the trial has been presented to him. Such sales notification shall contain a brief description of the property;
your situation; the time and place of sale; and the materials for sale. It can also take on the form of interest in a partnership, actions in a company or interest of a member in a preceding corporation. Luna Meubel Vervarardigers (EDMS) BPK V MAKIN and others (T / A MAKIN's furniture manufacturers) 1977 (4) SA 135 (W). ^ Jones and the buckle
point out that although the lack of intentional default is no longer an element in the investigation, for themselves, since the 1997 change of this rule, it remains one of the consideration The Court considers that the Court considers the existence of a good cause. 36 (1) (b). Party costs and terminology party parties are those that are necessarily
incurred for litigation purposes (charged for the tariff established in the Court Rules). The applicant provides a statement within twenty days of this order. 126. For this purpose, it may order that any deposit seems to personally, or grant licenses for the deponent or any witness. The "side" expression of a judgment is, however, often found as a
synonym and is well established in the practice. [87] The rescision of a judgment is in question not only in cases where the standard judgment was granted, but also in cases where the application is made to The rescision of a summary trial, [89] [89], as well as in cases where judgment was granted in the absence of a rule in terms of rule 60 (3), where
the RÃ © u did not provide More details requested to it. [91] Section 36 is similar to rule 42 of the Court of Justice, providing that the Court of Justice may, on the implementation, terminate or vary any accorded absence against which it was granted; [92] any granted academy that was annulled abdom or obtained by fraud or common error parts; [93]
and any judgment in relation to which no resources resides. [94] Although it can not make any of the above items in the absence of an application of any person affected by the trial, it may, mere motu, correct patent errors in any accuracy in relation to to which no resource is pending. [95] If an author in whose favor, a standard judgment was
granted, granted in writing that the terms rescised or varied, a court must terminate or vary from such judgment on the application by any person affected by Is it over there. [96] It does not matter, therefore, if a standard judgment was obtained as a result of the failure of the roma to insert the appearance to defend, or as a result of the failure of the
pleading roma. [97] Article 49 It was the subject of extensive change in 1997. Although many legal representatives do not have this rule to be a matter, and only for formalities in order to For the date of evaluation, this is not recommended. This term refers to the place where the right is autonomous, not at which it is employed by another (Smith V
Smith 1947 (1) SA 474 (W)). The order of attachment shall be signed by the lender of the judgment or his lawyer, and by the court clerk, and served on the clip (the employer) by the sheriff in the prescribed way. ^ This should at least be impliccit by the facts. This section was updated with HC rules, which provide for a request to be carried out in the
following fundamentals: [78] [79] Declaration contains declarations Scandalous, vexatric or irrelevant. The court, or any lender or legal representative, can question the debtor in relation to assets and liabilities; present and future income, including the income of a cmyjuge; Pattern of life and possibility of economy; and any relevant issue. The
following general terms apply to the document service: the service must be carried out by the specific sheriff named to operate in this specific jurisdiction. The processes are initiated by applying to the court by anyone (a relative, for example, or a guardian; in certain circumstances, a friend) who has Standi locus and interest in the subject. She has
the power to deliver and serve court documents and judgments to perform writings and conduct prisons. Substantial law rules determine whether or not an essential element of the cause of the action is either. In general, a demand in two instances is needed: [1] to complete a cause of action; And where legislation requires this. As a general rule, the
sheriff must leave the furniture property, in addition to money, spy or documents, in the installations and in possession of the execution debtor. After all the evidence were taken, the argument is directed to the court on allegations and about the evidence, and judgment is then Application procedures are heard in the so-called "Court Court". ^ See
Pete and Hulme, PP. It appears that the total diversions of the judgment do not exceed R50,000, the court can grant the order of administration in relation to its property, and to remain more processes, but can grant the judgment creditor the costs. already incurred in connection with this process. The HCR 69 establishes the maximum rates for
advocates on the scale of parties and parties in certain issues. This principle is often expressed by the saying that "costs follow the result of the case. The result of such an order is that the lost part will have to pay a substantial portion of the costs incurred by the winning party, along with its own costs. Testimonials consist of not only the testimony of
the applicant, but also of the testimony of witnesses, and establish the facts of claim, defense and all evidence of support. A court can also request costs of Proposal Bonis against a person who operates in a representative capacity, as an executor of a deceased property, or an administrator of an insolvent property. In terms of section 56, the demand
letter must be sent by post lawyer to the debtor. The order is executed against the pawnshop as if it were a judicial judgment, subject to the right of maturity and debtor, or any other interested, to challenge the existence or validity of the order or the exactness of the claimed balance. The ex wall application can be used in the following cases: when
the applicant is the only person with interest in the case (for example, where the application is made for voluntary delivery of a property insolvent, or for admission as a lawyer or lawyer); When the request is merely a preliminary step in the subject (for example, where the application is made to process by substituted service); and where urgent or
and when notice to the and the delay that such notice can occur times, would result in prejudice to the applicant (for example, where the applicant applies to attach a vehicle in possession of the other party that the other party intends to remove from the country). You can not sue more than these values in these courts; Not a claim whose judgment
value is more than those values. [26] The Court may hear the following cases: delivery or transfer of immobile or mobile property; [26] Ejection claims; [27] Actions for the determination of a right of passage; [28] Claims based on liquid documents or mortgage titles; [29] Actions arising from a criterion contract; [30] actions arising from the section 16
of the act of matrimonial property; [31] Actions, including the application for liquidation of a preceding corporation; [32] and other actions where quantum is below the declared figure. [33] There are certain subjects that can not be heard at the Court of Magistrate. The Court has authority to hear oral evidence in relation to the authenticity of the
signature of the Roma or the signature or agent's authority. The conference is usually assisted by the legal representatives of the parties. There are certain other limitations. Substantive law is this law that defines the contents of rights and obligations between legal issues; The procedural law regulates as these rights and obligations are applied. The
rule clearly shows that the name of this curator is intended for a declaratory order. These decisions will influence the future development of the process of relating to residential property. Even when the rail raises a defense that is not disconnected with the liquid document, Ã ónus continues the same. Procedure When the debtor appears before the
court in the Câmara, when the debtor appears before the court in the camera on the return day mentioned in the notice, it gives evidence under oath or affirmation Financial Position. ^. ^. v Plumbers (PTY) Ltd 1949 (2) SA 470 (O). ^ See above. It defines the base of exception, exactly what aspect of the call that excelement is level, as well as the
grounds for exception. The judgment is only provisory; Do not prevent the RÃ © elect to enter the main proceedings and get a reversal of the provisional judgment of sentence. When legal proceedings should be established if the processes are initiated in the scope of the mental health act, they must be made to the provincial or local division of the
Supreme Court with Jurisdiction. A formal audience continues where the part raising the exception (the excipient) has the events of the test. The sale should occur in front of the court in the district in which the attachment property is situated, or in such a place as the magistrate can determine. This last is frequently used in process service in a real
estate that is resident out of the republic. The rule of Justice of the Magistrate 18 of the new rules of the courts of the magistrates has essentially replicated rule 34 of the rules of high courts. A warrant or execution warrant is issued by the registrar of the Supreme Court or the Court's Officer of the Magistrate. ^ MC Rule 16. The first two of these
requirements are established in the new rule 49 (3), which provides that the application is supported by a testimony establishing the reasons for the absence or the default of the Roma, And the reasons for the rail defense for claim. Trusel and another V Deysel 2006 (4) SA 168 (SCA). This subject even seems to be arguably. After the Annex, the sheriff
should verify and record if said property is subject to any preferred claim to the creditor. It should establish that the property of the debtor was placed in administration; that an administrator was named; And the amount that the debtor is obliged to pay. The true base for the application is that the debtor is incapable pay their duties as they become
due. The best way to deal with a question is to identify the cause of the action with so much particularity as possible. Such notification is not necessary, however, when the party against whom the costs were granted did not appear in the audience, whether personally or through his legal representation; If the person passable to pay the costs they
consented in writing to the tax in their absence; or for the beads of accounts writer and pose-warrant. There is such a prohibition in relation to unconditional offers or proposals. The general principle in jurisdiction is that the author has the choice because he is dominus litis. Rule 55. In terms of rule 49 (1), a part which seeks to terminate or vary a
standard judgment has twenty days of cut, from the date the judgment has reached its knowledge, to serve and submit the request for rescission. The applicant is not necessarily the rail in the pattern. The reason why Ã ónus is with the applicant here is that the right of the author of having provisioned prisional sentence is fully founded in the
presumption of the authenticity and legal validity of the liquid document. The interploring call is issued, so to try to prevent the sheriff from selling the property that belongs to the first part. Although the questions have been resolved, to a large extent, before the closing of allegations, it may be possible to achieve a consensus on some additional
issues that were placed in dispute before the encephalic or were not treated in the Aches. Recovery of Daças in terms of chapter VIII of the Act Chapter VIII provides a procedure for which a lender can obtain judgment without the issue of a call. Presentation of oral evidence in terms of HCR 6 (5) (g), the court may order that oral evidence should be
heard to decide a specific factual dispute. Property that can be attached to the execution the primary principle in the execution is that it be performed only once It is granted and then only through the issue of an execution guarantee. Where there is such a statement, the execution lender or your lawyer, after receiving notification of the attachment,
can instruct the sheriff in writing to remove the property to a secure location Also or leave it on the installations on the load and custody of the debtor or other person acting in the name of the sheriff. This should be done at least twenty days before the trial. This warnings shall contain parts constituted by rule 23, paragraph 1, alle / 11, and 11) of the
MC, and the HC rule 35. 38 (1) (C). Each has its own limited scope of application and specific procedure rules. In many cases, the party against those who are awarded the judgment (the Ã â € â € œA Â Â Â Â Â Â ‡ or by performing a specific act according to the terms of the trial. Even if the property is insufficient to satisfy the date completely, the
sheriff must continue to attach and make an inventory and valuation of these items in the execution of part of the warrant. This procedure is equivalent to an individual collection procedure (execution), since it can operate effectively only when the debtor has sufficient assets to meet the value of the dance of judgment. Any change in the notice to the
debtor must be initialed by the lender of the trial or his lawyer, and by the court clerk before the matter or re-emissions. Listening to the audience, the applicant and the Roma, or his legal representatives, add arguments to a court of motion. Other principles that civil courts often apply, together with this main principle, they are a successful party can
be deprived of costs if there is a good reason for this; which matters that they are separated and distinct usually carry their own costs; This judgment on the Messages is a -warquisite for a cost order, but that orders made in of interlocutor procedures may include an appropriate cost order; whereas small or partial successes may lead to appropriate
or compatible with costs; whereas a successful request for the concession of an indulgence does not carry a cost order; whereas a party that unnecessarily causes costs must support these costs; And this, in exceptional circumstances, a part can be ordered to pay costs on a more punitive scale than it would normally have been applied (a lawyer and
client scale, for example, instead of party and party scale). In the basis, a party must admit allegations; deny allegations; or confess and avoid allegations. Enhances added. The applicant in the Convention can only continue in this wrong court if your claim is incidental - this is. It appears outside the same facts - how original claim. [23] Cause of action.
Of court. [24] When the litigation emerged, the Court has a jurisdiction in terms of section 28 in any part of the interceptor process if the execution creditor and every applicant for the subject reside, to carry out or be employed within the area; The subject was attached by the Court; And all parties consents. [25] The interploring process occurs when
one of the intermediate parts in performing procedures, usually because the property connected while in the possession of the other part belongs to it. pp. 12 â € ™ 13. Provisioning Sentence This is an extraordinary, haven and fast procedure, where an author in possession of a liquid document can get fought judgment against a rail for The amount
payable on the face of a liquid document. ^ s 28 (1) (d). The section 3 of the State Liability Law provides that no execution, annex or similar process be issued a rule or state respondent in any action or process, process, Against any property of the state, but the amount, if any, that may be obliged to satisfy any judgment or order given or made against
the nominal or respondent rule in any action or process, perhaps paid from the National Fund recipe. Note, however, that there may be some exceptions, [34] and that such a rule can only consent with the jurisdiction on his person and can not consent where the court has no jurisdiction At any event. Location of property that anyone who has a real
estate situated within the court of the court, where such action is in relation to this property or a binder of mortgage on this property, is subject to court jurisdiction. An attachment of property is subject and qualified by the recent Constitutional judicial decision in Japhtha V Schoeman, which submits that the procedure of attachment in the Magistrate
Court, specifically Section 66, is unconstitutional in so far as It provides for judicial supervision on the fixing of property immobile. When a part is unable to serve in any way the following conventional forms, the rules of the magistrate and the high court provide for the service through the substituted service and the editual quotation. Where the
subject is judged, the normal rules of an experimental action apply. Note that, until a 2010 amendment to rule 49 (5), this was not an official application to the Court, but an application that would have been treated administratively by the Court. ^ s 29 (1) (d). These rules govern as a process or case can be started, and what kind of process service is
necessary, along with the types of cases or case statements, movements or requests, and the ordered orders In civil cases, the time and form of testimonies and discovery or disclosure, the conduct of the tests, the judgment process, several remains available and how the courts and employees are to work. This applies It was Mala Fide or neglect. Rule
19 (5) of the Uniform Court Rules Provide the costs granted in a similar situation. During this conversion process, the court has discretion to grant such order in order to cost only. ^ a B C D and F G Morro, and; Faris, already; Cassim, F (2013). This is the judgment based on which the RÃ © u is defaulted. He now wants to remove judgment. The court
can terminate the judgment, this is, "if you are satisfied that there is a good reason to do it." Paterson writes that while this requirement overlaps that of "good cause", should receive independent meaning. 36 (1) (D). If the creditor refused the offer, the court may order that the trial creditor to pay these costs, including the loss of salary suffered by
the debtor by having to attend the court in relation to the process. Therefore, the contrary to the position in the Supreme Court, no reserve price may be stipulated, as preferably lenders are protected by the provisions of Section 66 (2). It will give due weight to the constitutional obligation to promote the fundamental right of access to courts in such a
way that litigants legalism will not be dissuaded, for fear of an order of adverse costs, to approach the Court for established disputes. Additional settlement procedures or contests to resolve during high liquidation deals in the high courts are covered by rule 34, which distinguishes between two types of complaint : Claims of money, where there is an
offering, unconditional or no prejudice, payment of money by the RÃ © U (34 (1)); and performance claims, in which there is a proposal, unconditional or without prejudice, of specific performance by RÃ © (34 (2)). The motion notice is generally accompanied by a founding statement. Therefore, where a writing against the movements of the debtor of
the trial issued and serviced and insufficient They are found, the warrant must be reigned against the immovable property of the debtor. Principles of Civil Process of Eckard in the Court of Magistrates. If Cameron telephoned his lawyer to ask about the progress of the case with more frequently than it was reasonably needed, he will not be able to
recover the costs of these Rodney telephone connections. Rule 25 (MC) and rule 37 (HC) deal with this issue. ^ a B HC Rule 31 (2) (A). Urgency involves mainly, the abbreviation of time per rent prescribed by the rules; and, secondarily, the departure of the established archiving and is sitting in the court. When the order of administration provides for
the payment of installments outside the future income, the court will authorize the issue of a settlement or an order of attachment to facilitate payments by the debtor. Personnel due to the volume of administrative work involved in judicial issues, each court has a comprehensive administration system. ^ The law, however, should not be defined.
Supreme Diamonds (PTY) LTD V du Bois Regent Ties Manufacturing Co (Pty) Ltd V Ehrke 1979 (3) SA 444 (W). The tax account then has the effect of a court order; If the party is responsible for paying it not to pay the cost account, the payment can be applied by means of an execution warrant. The requirements were as follows: The applicant must
have a suitable interest, not just a Technician; The interest should not have been too far; Interest must have been real, not abstract or academic; and interest must have been current, no hypoty. The issue of a cost-per-costs due to the unnecessary use of the rule is also considered. [86] This is, for several reasons, an important tool. Incorporal property,
whether mobile or immobile, can also be attached. The NISI rule appeals to the respondent to appear before the Court at a particular date to provide reasons for provisory is not confirmed is Final. The lack of fulfillment of court rules can be fatal for a case. Food & Nutrition Products V Neumann 1986 (3) SA 464 (W). What follows is a series of
documentary intercourts, called plants, between the shares similar to a conversation in the role. The statement is similar to the details of claim filed in a combined call and should therefore contain all the essential asias of the cause of the action. The section 8 applies the chapter 2 from the constitution, the rights declaration, to "all law." This means
that, to show a good cause, the rule in your statement must explain the reasons for your absence or default and show the existence of a Prima Facie defender, as well as meeting the court that your inadimplice does not It was intentional. [105] Good reason for the second possibility is that the applicant can show that "good reason" to terminate
judgment. The execution creditor has ten days after receipt of the warning to admit claim, at what event the execution creditor will not be responsible for any costs, fees or Expenses later incurred, and the sheriff may withdraw from the property of the property concerned. It will be established in detail the nature of claim, the conclusions of the law
that the author has the right to do with the facts, and a prayer establishing the relevant to be claimed. If claimant claim consisting of several claims, each claim shall be treated separately in the above detailed details. ^ PETE et al 2006, p. The subject is therefore determined essentially in the respondent's version. ^ Pete and Hulme, p. The revision of
the tribute is provided for by HCR 48 and MCR 35. In terms of 65m section, the debtor is entitled to contest the exactness of the amount specified in the testimony. SofconTini v Molde 1956 (4) SA 150 (E). The Jurisdiction of the Court of High is founded on the doctrine of efficacy, which refers to the principle of An applicant must process outside the
court which will be more By giving a trial: this is, the court that is best positioned to apply the judgment. [35] Demand in certain cases, a demand is necessary as a precaution for the litigation, failing that a cause of action can not arise and any instituted action will be premature. 28 (1) (b). The Court can, at its discretion, only in exceptional
circumstances, allow a third set of deficiencies. The third, however, will have a preferential right to the product. Where, for example, a part defines a question for judgment and then publishes the subject, the relevant notice of set-down is an unforgettable procedure, and the costs related to it are wasted costs. A combined convocation, on the other
hand, has a more detailed and separate document containing the details of claim and is attached to the call. He must ensure, however, that he minimizes his own cost. 74. Special Plea in which a part wishes to raise some technical defect on the call, this is done by filing an exception or an application to attack. In practice, form 2 is adapted for this
purpose, reflecting on the applicant and the interviewee, and to address it both the registrar and the responder. The sheriff affects the Annex, given the notice of annex and the execution warrant in the ownership of the property; the actions register; All registered holders of titles (all of the execution creditor) recorded against the attached property;
The property occupier, if the property is in the occupation of some person who is not the owner; and the local authority in which the property is situated. There is no pattern prescribed for the statement. A party that receives such a request must respond, filing an discovery testimony [85] within a certain period. Application is then heard in the same
way as exception. Only once the daily judgment and costs granted were - This is, paid for the party - can be said that the subject ends up. The call must appoint one day, not less than ten days after the service of the call, in which the rule is forced to appear in court. Rule 41. Â °, n. Â ° 1 of the divorce courts foreseen that the parties divorce the
processes in these courts must pay their own expenses unless there is a good reason for the court of payment. The Court's authority is limited to these specific instances; It may not require Viva evidence of other issues. These arguments are based on the allegations and shit raised in the convocation, the opposite testimony of the Roma and the
claimant's response statement. The last rate is divided into the following parts: Part to: Consultations, Appearies, Conferences and Inspections Part B: Elaboration and drawing Part C: Perusal departure D: Miscellaneous (including the creation of Copy, phone calls and faxes) Part E: Charges related to Part F: Part F: The Court of the Court of
Magistrate in the Court, the costs and fees of the magistrate are provided by Sections 80 and 81 of the act of the courts of the Magistrates, MCR 34, 34 and 35, as well as the scale of costs and rates contained in Tables A and B in Annex 2 of MCRs. Action versus application procedures There are two different ways that procedures can take: action or
evaluation process and application or movement procedures. If the applicant refers to documentary evidence in the testimony of support, such documents must be attached to the testimony. As a result of the Contingency Rate Law, it is now possible that lawyers charge on a contingency basis. A new section 65A (6) Forecast that the court is filled that
the debtor has aware of the notice in the 65A section (1), and did not appear, or where the debtor does not Appears on an postponement date, or he could not remain present, the court can issue a prison warrant to bring the debtor a competent court to conduct an infant in terms of Section 65A (1). Often there will be more than one court with
jurisdiction. ^ HC Rule 19 (3). High cut in the raised court, the form of the execution warrant differs, depending on whether it belongs to furniture or immobile property: HCR 45 (1) Forecast, where writing belongs to movements, the warrant must be Closely as possible according to the form 18 of the first schedule. The standard trial can be
terminated at the high court in the following ways: in terms of common law in the case of fraud; Fair mistake; the discovery of new documents; and standard judgment (if enough cause is shown); In terms of rule 42 (1) (discussed only), when there was an error of some kind; and in terms of rule 31, almanea (b), in relation to the inadequidities of
default in unliquid complaints in terms of rule 31, paragraph 2, alternates). An attachment order of emoluments shall be granted whether the debtor has consented in writing or the court authorized; Or the creditor of the trial sent a letter registered to the debtor in its last known address, informing him of the dance of judgment and the value in
circulation, and that an order of attachment shall be issued ten days from From the post of the letter. ^ Rule 17 (2) (e). 3. An annex in relation to the immobile is now for one year from the date of fixing. Annex and execution against MCR 41 (1) (a) movements that, after receipt of the warrant, the sheriff must continue to the debtor's house or job place
and request satisfaction of the mandate. In the civil proceedings, there are two ways of dispatching: [36] action procedures (or call), which are brought by means of a call; and Application Procedures (or Motion), which are released by way of warning of movement. The allegation contained asias that were argumentative, irrelevant and supperious. 36
(1) (a). Or the complainant, the Other people affected by this judgment can make the request for rescision or variation. Contrary to the Provision in HCR, which requires a registered letter service addressed to the desired recipient, MCR requires service in the same way as a call. The court may, in addition, stipulate such conditions as judging
adequate. ^ Rule 6. The debtor should leave the servicing of the pawn before the date has been paid in full, he should immediately advise the name of the name and address of his new employer. He does not have to deal totally with the Messages, but enough facts must be alleged to show that there is a cousin facie case. Mayne V Home 2001 (2) SA
1239 (SCA). Rule 10 of the preceding rules of the Court envisaged for the expiration of a call after twelve months if the service has not been occurred. This sub-rule puts an O'Nus on the applicant to refute the presumption and prove that he brought the request within the twenty-day period. The rule foreseen variation on the following instances: in
relation to an order or judgment granted erroneously in the absence of an affected party (as often, for example, with standard judgments); in relation to an ambiguity or error of patent or omiss; and in relation to an order or judgment granted as a result of a common error. A demand can be done orally or in writing. This means that the court will
exclude a certain amount of money from the weekly or monthly payments made to the administrator, for the purpose of allowing the debtor to make periological payments in terms of a sales agreement or obligations of Maintenance or maintenance of existing mortgages. ^ Rule 49 (4). Quantum and nature of claim the district magistrate court can
only hear a question with a quantum of R200,000. The applicant delivers to the court the original liquid document on which the action is And it moves to judgment. After that, it is the responsibility of Performing creditor to prepare a sales notice and the sale conditions. For example, it can be argued that unnecessary telephone calls were made. In
terms of the amendments proposed in the same constitutional ethermo amendment, the Constitutional Court would become the highest court in relation to all matters (not only those in which a constitutional point is high) In order to appeal to any decision of a high court would be directly granted to the Constitutional Court if this is considered in the
interests of the justice. In the high court, there is no need for any prescribed rule when, after judgment, a warrant can be issued. RÃ © u is not a judgment debtor. ^ MNANDI Property Development CC V Beimore Development CC 1999 (4) SA 462 (W) at 466A. The applicant and the interviewee limit themselves to argue only the issues "on
newspapers", which means that arguments are limited to legal submissions; The procedure resembles the closing argument stage which usually occurs at the end of a testing. [38] Ações A convocation was defined as "a judicial process in which the Rule is called to enter the appearance to defend the action within a time stipulated and respond to Of
the author, and in which he is warned from the consequences of failure to do so. "[40] The action processes are characterized by a clear distinction between the stage supplicant, and the judgment phase and evidence. [36] [39] The allegations The allegations consist of "Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Âμg. Application procedures begin with a motion notice along
with a founding testimony. Processes are elaborated in the form of testimonies, which are written statements in oath or affirmation, and may have extra documents attached as annexes, which further support the revidence added. [38] in contrast to the procedures for call, There is a distinction between the supplicating stage and the test phase in the
application application This is determined by two questions: if a particular person or jurist person is the right party to sue; And if that person has the capacity or ability to process. The excipient must prove not only that the call is defective, but also that he will suffer prejudice if the court does not defend his exception. From the practical point of view,
it is usually advisable to proceed through the interploraker. ^ MC rule 25. Referral to judgment If the factual dispute is extended or complicated, the court can forward the subject to trial. William Spathereus & Co (MB) (PTY) Ltd V Marx 1963 (4) SA 994 (C). The same rules apply to which in the claim in the convention. [80] The plea and convenience
are established in the same document or in two separate documents, filed and served at the same time. Where a defense is in the Methods, the RÃ © files a foundation; Where the defense is in a matter, the RÃ © u offers an exception or an application to leave. It is evident from this section that the court has a jurisdiction on the following: Anyone who
resides, is employed or holds business within the district, where "person" includes the state, corporate corporate, municipities and corporations, and where the key is the permanence, so that a person used for a short period, or visiting a place for a short period, can not be said to "reside" there; Any partnership with its commercial installations in the
area, or whose members reside in the district, [19] which allows one, despite common law, [20] sue a partnership on behalf of it; [21] and anyone in respect of incidental processes for any action or process instituted in the court by such a person, [22] which deals with the case where an author works outside the wrong court and is received by a
Contravention. The provisions for Section 39 of SCA, and Section 67 of the courts of the magistrates, affirm that the Court of Justice may, in circumstances As can determine, increase this value to your criterion. The application procedure is therefore reserved for matters in which the Court of Justice can reach a decision on the documents before,
without resorting to oral evidence of witnesses because the parties do not The relevant case facts. [122] forming a request will generally consist of a motion notice; and one or more support statements. This effectively means that the conclusions in fact are begged. [39] Because allegations consist of simple declarations and do not disclose evidence,
they are not affirmed under oath. [36] The procedure is strictly regulated by the rules of the Court, in particular as regards the deadlines that must be observed. In order to overcome the problem, the Constitutional Court proposes a remedy based on the judicial survey of the implementation process: namely, that a magistrate should carefully consider
the facts of each case in order to determine ( Before an application for attachment in relation to the property is issued in terms of Section 66) if the implementation will be reasonable and justificible in the circumstances. The process can be placed again in the roll by the lender of the trial or its advocate by notice delivered or published at least ten
days before the day indicated in such a notice to the hearing. The execution of judgments that obtain judgment of a favor is not necessarily the final step in the litigation process. A simple call is a document contained the basis (the details of claim) for the author's action in the body of the convocation. It is preferred that the court orders the delivery of
a foundation by the RÃ ©; If contrary, the process can come to an end. pp. Ã ¢ € "3. Sheriff will send the original execution warranty along with the return of the service, for the lender attorney. limited or narrow scope, not where it is it is complicated. Motion Notice The motion notice shall be generally in accordance with form 2 (a) of the first
schedule to rules. There are excelections to this general rule. Cause of action One of the first questions to be made is on the basis that claim is founded; What, in other words, is the cause of the action? After this survey, the court can issue several requests: an order to pay the dance in general or in plots; an execution warrant; or an attachment order.
All costs as an application relate to party costs and parties, unless the court indicate the contrary. ^ See also Sundra Hareware v Mactro Plumbing 1989 (1) SA 474 (t). The reason for which a rule enters the main case is usually that the rule will take advantage of the benefit of being able to lead oral evidence without the limitations imposed by a
provisional sentence process as well as the benefit to examine the applicant's witnesses, what benefit is not available in a provisionary summit process. Consequently, at the date of hearing the application, the legal representatives of the Parties argue "in the newspapers." As this rule has been removed, a rule no longer has the benefit of asking
questions to clarify certain aspects of claiming claim in this initial phase of the case. With regard to HCR 31 (5), SCA considered that the registrar can continue to grant a standard judgment that declares especially executable executable property in cases where this judgment is applied to the basis of a dulty flowing from the mortgage van on the
property. A convocation of prisional sentence contains the following elements: a method of calling the rule to pay the amount or appear, personally or with representation, before the court to admit or deny responsibility; The subservation for the rule to archive a testimony by establishing a defense; set-down from one day to the appearance of on
court; a clear and enough enough establishing the cause of the action; A method of calling the rule of admitting or denying the signature of your agent; and information on the consequences of a failure to pay the claimed amount, and as regards the right to require the applicant's safety if the RÃ © does not pay the value claimed. The inherent

jurisdiction was subsumed under the section 173 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa: Courts can not exercise jurisdiction Member of the Constitution. [4] Subjects at the Superior Court are chaired by judgments under the leadership of the President of the Judge. The act predicted several means by which a lender may require the
payment of your did. In a recent decision of the Constitutional Court, it was sustained that several aspects of the provisionary convocation procedure were inconsistent with the constitution. The 65A (8) section provides that a person is so prey must, as soon as reasonably possible, be brought before the court within the district that this person was
arrested. These costs are paid by a client for their lawyer in terms of an account provided by the client's lawyer; or in terms of an agreement between the two. The procedure has two advantages for the applicant: as a fast process, allows the fourth recovery of a dance monetary of the rance. Immable property can, however, be specifically declared
executable at the time of judgment where there is a prayer to that effect. There are cases, then, where circumstances may justify the court in the service distribution. It is in these circumstances that the new sub-rule requires that a candidate demonstrates that he or she was not in default and that the judgment was satisfied, or the arrangements
were made to satisfy the judgment, within a reasonable time After arriving at yours or your knowledge. The new rule 16 (MC) and Rule 21 (HC) were introduced to help with this. Recovered The position in the High Court is different: the sheriff will hold the property. The reasons under the common law, a litigant had title of suing if he could show that
he had a direct and substantial interest in the subject. Journal of the Magistrate The courts of the magistrate are the lower courts in South Africa. Interploring process can happen that a third, in addition to a judgment debtor, establishes the property seized by the sheriff. In a narrow sense, they include these costs and charges and expenses, between
lawyer and client, which normally can not recover from the other party. The RÃ © U has the Unus to show that the odds of success in the main case are in your favor, and that the probability of success in the main case is against the author. Sources The sources of civil procedure in the South Africa must be found in the courts of the magistrates [2]
and rules, [3] the act of superior courts (which revoke and replace the supreme act of the Court of Justice, [4 ] Jurisprudence, rules of judicial practice and other legislation. Notwithstanding the existence of the factual dispute, despite a factual dispute, planned or predictable, the situation may require that the applicant has provided Urgent relief in
the face of a factual dispute. This means that they can only hear affairs prescribed by the act. The word "delivery" implies that a copy of the document is served in the opposite part and the original filed with the Court's Court. [66] In the event of a warning to defend to be submitted, an author may, under certain circumstances, submit a summary
request for judgment. It is therefore a first -with for the question of a warrant or ensures that there is a judgment against the debtor. A liquid document f hi defined as a written instrument in which the debtor or an authorized agent, through a signature that appears on the face of the document, recognizes a responsibility for the payment of a fixed
and certain amount of money. The service can not be made on Sunday or holiday (with some exceptions). His jurisdiction is specific, and his functions are established in the 14th of the courts of magistrates and in the rules. This is usually done in the ten-day warning (MC) and five warning days (HC). When the applicant does not show a good cause,
the magistrate may, however, grant Mere Motu rescision, in the interest of the justice, if exceptional circumstances justify. [107] [108] A magistrate has a discrimination in the case of rescision, and it is not obliged to grant him. The Court of Justice may, in any case, be in good cause demonstrated, suspend or alter or terminate the order of securing
emolluments in these conditions, since it may only consider. Cape Town, South Africa: Oxford University Press. Oxford University Press, 2011. ^ HC Rule 31 (5) (a). The State can bring a request for reimbursement of future expenses incurred in the maintenance of a person detained in a public asylum. COLEANCE OF DIS LIFE The decision of the
Coetzee V government declared the arrangements of prison in the 65 Section of MCA to be unconstitutional, with effect from September 22, 1995. That means Rodney will have to pay the Cameron lawyer's account in relation to all costs that were needed in order to get justice and protect Cameron's rights. The attachment is entitled to the
commission of up to five percent of all the amounts paid for it in terms of the order. Locus Standi Before a party can sue a court, he has to prove that he has a latest to sue. The subject will continue as if it had been initiated as an action. It is important to note, however, that both courts have their own capacitors and judicial rules. If the debtor or his
representative is not present in the court at the time the order was made, the creditor of the or your lawyer is forced to advise you immediately, by registered mail, of the order and the consequences of their failure to satisfy him. Kragga Kamma Estates CC and another V Flanagan 1995 (2) SA 367 (A). Such procedures provide a mechanism by which
Court's orders can be applied and ensure the efficacy and integrity of the procedure for making judicial decisions. The property will be sold by the sheriff through the public auction, or with the approval of the magistrate, by a auctioneer or another person as pointed by the sheriff. The plea is usually delivered within twenty days after the delivery of
the intention notice to defend. There are two alternative options available for the RÃ ©, if it decides to oppose the matter and the negation of responsibility: the RÃ © u can deliver a declaration adversary. Notes ^ a B C Murter, and; Faris, already; Cassim, F (2013). In this case, the author can simply choose the court to proceed. Writing or execution
guarantee The first step in the procedure for the annex and implementation is the issue of a known document in the Protica of the Supreme Court as an â € œ "Writ of Execution, Ã â € ™ and the Court of Magistrate as a" Jarrant of Execution. Although terminology is different, the purpose of the documents is essentially the same. The jurisdiction is
treated in the act of the courts of the magistrates [17] and the law of the Supreme Court. [18] Residence in terms of section 28 of the act of the courts of the magistrates, a court has a jurisdiction on all persons residing in his jurisdiction, as well as all properties located in his jurisdiction. The warning can be dispensed if the property value does not
exceed R5,000. They involve the call of witnesses, which give their evidence orally before the court. When postponing the procedure, the Court shall inform the debtor of the Accuracy or Director or Director in question of the provisions of the 65e section (1) (C), and may order the debtor of the judgment, etc. ., To produce such documents as the Court
of Justice may In the hearing in the determinado pelo tribunal. AlÃ©m disso, em termos de seÃ§Ã£o 65i, uma ordem de administraÃ§Ã£o pode ser concedida contra um devedor que solicitou tal pedido durante uma seÃ§Ã£o 65 na investigaÃ§Ã£o da cÃ¢mera na posiÃ§Ã£o financeira do devedor. AplicaÃ§Ã£o para atacar o segundo terreno em que uma
objeÃ§Ã£o pode ser nivelada contra uma convocaÃ§Ã£o Ã© o aplicativo para sair. Se necessÃ¡rio, o xerife pode usar forÃ§a para tal propÃ³sito. Na prÃ¡tica, Ã© comum que um advogado ajude o devedor a preparar a aplicaÃ§Ã£o. No Alto Tribunal, os processos de interpladoras sÃ£o tratados em termos de HCR 58, e no Tribunal de Magistrado em
termos de secÃ§Ã£o 69 dos tribunais dos magistrados, lidos com MCR 39 e 44. ^ s 28 (1) (ç). Se necessÃ¡rio, o requerente pode entÃ£o fornecer uma declaraÃ§Ã£o de resposta, a fim de abordar e responder a quaisquer alegaÃ§Ãµes contidas no depoimento oposto. Os detalhes da reivindicaÃ§Ã£o, entÃ£o, estabelece os fatos que dÃ£o origem Ã
reivindicaÃ§Ã£o, bem como o que o autor quer que o tribunal decida. Portanto, a menos que existam circunstÃ¢ncias excepcionais, o aviso de movimento e a depoimento fundador (juntamente com todos os anexos) devem ser servidos no entrevistado da maneira prevista nas regras. Em Hlatshwayo V Hein, o Tribunal de ReivindicaÃ§Ãµes da Terra Ã©
que nÃ£o se vÃª como sendo obrigado a seguir a abordagem habitual dos tribunais superiores na concessÃ£o de custos. Esta ordem de custos, portanto, dÃ¡ direito Ã parte em cujo favor Ã© feita para recuperar ainda mais do que poderia ser recuperada em termos de um prÃªmio de custos de advogado e cliente. Quando uma festa nÃ£o lida
diretamente com uma alegaÃ§Ã£o, serÃ¡ considerada admitida. Nenhum formato especÃfico Ã© prescrito para a carta de demanda; Isso Ã© diferente da posiÃ§Ã£o em relaÃ§Ã£o Ã s convocaÃ§Ãµes. Um conjunto de fatos pode divulgar mÃºltiplas causas de aÃ§Ã£o: no caso de uma colisÃ£o de veÃculos motorizados em que um breadwinner morre, um
requerente pode processar tanto para danos ao As for loss of support. ^ Bill. Bill. of 2011. Notification of the application must be given to all parts. It can also involve the correspondence with an adversary and sending a demand letter. Ancecation requests A distinction must be drawn between an attachment order and an attachment order: An
attachment order is a method used to attach a dance due to the debtor of the trial. If the debtor can not contest the validity of the liquid document, a provisional judgment will be inserted against it. The application must specifically indicate a weekly or monthly value to be paid for the administrator for the debtor. Court can also reconsider a cost
award if the issue of costs, or specific protection, has not been discussed before, without the need for rescission principles to be applied. There are two important principles to ensure the party against who is sought relieving in terms of an ex-part application: the applicant is forced to observe the maximum good fan in the placement of All material
facts before court. West Bank Ltd V Pretorius 1976 (2) SA 481 (t). Rule 37 lists issues that should be raised at the conference: the date, place and duration of the confection; any prejudice; the settlement proposals; any aspect to be referred to media, etc.; transfer to another court; questions in terms of rule 33 (4); admissions; Duty to begin;
Agreement on testing for testimony; who is responsible for the copia and preparation of documents; and documents to be used as evidence without a duty to prove. RÃ © u should be discharged into the facts established in your statement. The officer endorses the warrant with permission for immediate removal. In Matência, where Q. [54] When
confronted with a request, a magistrate or employee can do of the following: [61] [62] Concess trial; refuse judgment; Examination evidence; Make any other request as judging properly. Section 39 of the Supreme Court Law, and the Section 67 of the act of the courts of the magistrates, which are framed in ideasy terms, provide that the following
items are exempt from attachment and execution Required beds and bedding and clothing of the person against whom the implementation is charged or any member of his family; necessary mobile, in addition to beds, and domestic utensils, in so far as they do not exceed the amount determined by the Minister; stock, agricultural tools and
implements of a farmer, insofar as they do not exceed the value determined by the minister; Any food or drink enough to meet the needs of these people, and the members of their family, for a month; tools and implements of commerce, in so far as they do not exceed the amount determined by the Minister; professional books, documents or
instruments necessarily used by the debtor in their profession, in so far as they do not exceed the value determined by the minister; and arms and ammunition of which the debtor, in terms of any law, is necessary to have possession as part of his equipment. The lawyer and client costs a lawyer order and cost customer authorize the part in whose
favor is done to recover more from the opposite part of what he would be able to recover in an order of party expenses and parties. Sheriff is necessary to submit to the lawyer a service return (if it succeeds) or a non-service return (if it does not succeed). The section 57 is predicted that the Rule can admit its responsibility to the author; that it can
offer to pay for the dance in installments; and that he may agree to allow the author to request judgment against him, and by a court order according to his offer to pay the value For him in installments. ‰ submitted that the Ã â € ™ ¬ "Bood Å" It refers to a broader discretion than that contained in good cause relative to the general action of the
situation. [104] Prejudice to both parties shall be considered in conjunction with all other factors exposed above. [106] Although the "good reason" appears to establish a better pattern than the good cause requirements, it is considered that it does not diminish both the requirements for the applicant how to extend the discretion of the magistrate. The
execution creditor will provide two songs from the sale conditions for the sheriff, and a copy for each person entitled to notice the sale. 38 (1) (b). The Rule may choose to meet the provisional judgment and, subsequently, within two months, and for notification to the author, enter into the main proceedings. ^ MC rule 12 (4). The plea is contained in a
document. The unus to prove wilfulness is in the interviewee in the application. OUT PROCEDURE The author shall issue a call according to Formula 3 of the first schedule for the rules of the High Court. The old rule 15 and 16 (MC) dealt with the obtainment of other information before begging for the complainant's case. When the subject is
opposite, it should be established for a high quality audience by the author before noon on the day of the justice, but preceding the day it is to be heard. The request procedure of an order of administration is based on a request, along with a prescribed statement of things, in which the debtor states that creditors' names and values due To them, and
all other declarations or statements made in the statement is true. 28 (1) (E). The general rule is that natural and legal people have the ability to process. It can occur, for example, that for some reason the RÃ © did not receive the call. It should archive an order within ten days of such a warning. The request is sent to the register. Application for
request for administration in of Section 74 (1) (a), where a debtor has a regular income, and where the dance unused is reasonably manageable, the debtor can obtain an order of administration of the The District Court in which it lies, holds business or employee, in the following circumstances: where he is unable to meet a judgment obtained against
him in court; Whenever no judgment has been obtained against the debtor, but he has insufficient money in his hands to meet his financial obligations and, in addition, lack enough realization assets capable of satisfying their divers. ^ s 29 (1) (E). The sale should be by public auction without reservation. A person can seek to set the judgment aside
because he is materially affected by him. It is here that the RÃ © reads with the aspect of the intentional pattern. Where a court simply makes a cost order against a part in favor of another, this is considered an order of party costs and parties. When such a dispute is anticipated, an experimental action must be instituted; Case contrary, moving
processes are allowed to avoid delay and expense involved in judgments. Considering that the officer or registrar plays a primarily administrative role, the sheriff is accused of more practical subjects. Appeals and revisions resources are based on the basis that the decision of the court of judgment was wrong in fact or in the law. Only if the subject is
urgently that the applicant can not define the question for the hearing on the day of weekly movement of the court, and give the recorder the premium warning period of the hearing, that the candidate defines the question for the audience in the near-day movement, giving the recorder a shorter period of advice. Another well-established principle is
that because the creation of a cost order involves the exercise of a judicial discretion, a court of appeal will not interfere with a cost order by the Court of First Instance. ^ Hg Rule 31 (5) (B). It is not, it is, For each case in which a factual dispute arises that movement processes are deleted. Generally, the execution occurs first against the movements
of the RÃ © and, later, against any immobile property. 128. Institute of Memory SA CC T / A SA Memory Institute v Hansen and Other 2004 (2) SA 630 (SCA). The high cut rule also has been removed for many years. Only copies that are true in all material aspects must be attached to the call; It is not necessary to attach the original from the liquid
document in which the claim is founded. ^ MC rule 19. ^ Angular B, and; Faris, already; Cassim, F (2013). The rule has already been altered to align with Section 36 (2) of the courts of the magistrates, with the result that the word "request" was replaced by the word "apply". It seems, therefore, that the correct procedure is by means of application,
rather than a warning treated in the Câmalas. If an exception is not raised, the RÃ © u may not create it in a later stage, unless you have the license of the court. If it is demonstrated that the debtor, after the satisfaction of the Order, will not have sufficient means for their own maintenance, the court will rescind the order or change it in order to
affect only The balance of the above and above debtor's emoluments, both half enough. As long as the name of a debtor appears on the list, he will find it difficult to get credited. Induces the Sheriff of the Court to enroll and sell, for public sale, both of the property of the debtor of the judgment and is necessary to meet the dance of judgment, in
addition to the costs of the implementation process. These witnesses are examined in boss, questioned and re-examined. The sheriff will then be a day and a place for the sale of property. A copy of the newspaper edition where the announcement is published must be provided to the sheriff at least a day before the sale. Pet, s, et al. The procedure
usually followed for the Daças in the courts of the magistrates is after following this value collecting. Money or banknotes, as a form of furniture, also can be seized. The Rule the Rule can admit responsibility for the claimed amount, in which case the court can grant a final judgment in favor of the author. The purpose of the application is to exclude
the offensive portions of the supplicant. The customary order made when referring to an application to the test normally read as follows: The application is referred to the test. In adequate cases, it will adopt a common and common sense approach to disputes in fact. A creditor will not be more able to obtain a prison warrant in the failure of the
debtor to participate in such a investigation. It is only from the details that you can see the basis of the action, as well as the sought relief. Even in such circumstance, the court is not obliged to discard the application. The Audi alter rule are, therefore, fulfilled by offering the affected part the opportunity to declare a case on the return day. High
judicial judgments can be varied in two ways in the high courts: in terms of its common legislation ; or in terms of rule 42 of the rules of high courts. A review is related to the procedural jurisdiction. In this case, the court commands the debtor employer to make regular monthly deductions of the debtor and pay them to the creditor of the trial. The
testimony must establish the reasons in which liability is contested or C Ontém an admission or denial in relation to the personal signature or the authority or signature of the agent on the face of the liquid document. When a debtor deliberately refuses to cooperate with the courts relating to his refusal to pay a date, even a suitable judgment, the
creditor who considers that the normal process of execution produces no dividends will have to appeal to an order of administration in terms of section 74, or Sequestro on a total scale. total. The applicant and the rule usually will provide each other a request to find out. It is also given in other circumstances. The statement is framed in the first
person. Smith V Smith 1947 (1) SA 474 (W). General principles The court hearing a matter has a wide discretion as to costs, but the court will be expected to carry out this criterion according to the well-established principles. If, for example, a court awarded trial in favor of Armand against Corbin, with costs on the lawyer and client scale, Armand
would have the right to recover from Corbin all the costs that the Armand lawyer would be justificantly capable of recovering from Armand. In this case, the applicant would state that, having received notification of the application, the interviewee can destroy or discard the vehicle without trace, before the applicant the obtaining of an order of the
Court for the return of the vehicle. In receipt, the receiving party can request copies of any or all the documents listed in it. If judgment is less than the amount paid, the court will order the payment to the applicant in terms of the study. ^ This takes the criterion of the widest magistrate court than the high cut. The following requirements must be
fulfilled before being said that the implementation was charged: the question of a Volid Execution Warrant; The attachment of the debtor of the debtor of the sheriff, unless the debtor pays the value of the warrant and costs; and the sale by the sheriff, through the public auction, the attached property. ^ Rule 49 (5). The lender execution lawyer should
get a date for sale from the sheriff. Therefore, in almost all civil matters, the Court is necessary, in granting judgment, consider whether an order in relation to the costs should be made; And if yes, what order should be. The property must, subject to the provisions of section 66 (2) of the Courts act, and for other sale conditions, be sold for the
greatest bid. It appears to the Court that there is a date due to the debtor of the Acourtion which can be attached in terms of section 72, the Court may authorize the attachment of that dance in terms of this section. Legal representatives can still be executed on judgment, or by fulfilling documents through sheriff or managing logismic arrangements
for payment. After that, it is delivered to the sheriff to execute. Jftha v scheman and others, van rooyen v stoltz and other 2005 (1) bclr 78 (cc). As regards the attachment of property, certain specific provisions of the rules of the courts of the magistrates have mentioned: the sheriff must show the original warrant for the debtor and should leave a copy
of the installations. In a broad sense, lawyer and customer costs include all the costs that the lawyer has the right to recover from the customer. Only admissible evidence should be contained in the testimony. The part that brought the application is known as the applicant; The part opposing the application, if any, is known as the respondent.
Whenever a debtor to whom a emollyal order relates, the service of maturity before the date was paid in full, and becomes autonomous or is employed by another person, he is, while awaiting the service of the Emolumental order in its new employer, again forced to comply with the order made by the Court in terms of section 65J (1) (a) or (b), which
provides, in essence, that it must pay the date and the costs in specific parcels, as established in order. The administration is led by the Office of the Supreme Court Registrar, whose functions are similar to the Court's clerk. In future doubts - this is, doubts that become due and pagable â € - in the future, including mortgage and assets subject to
criterion agreements - are excluded from the order of After request request It was provisionally granted, is then served in the interviewee. There is no need to show a good cause in this situation, but the RÃ © U must meet the court that he was not in intentional default, [112] and that the trial was satisfied or arrangements were made To satisfy the
judgment within a reasonable time after came to your knowledge. The application should still be set for auditing on a day of motion; Papés are still to be filed with the court recorder early enough for him to enter the movement of the following week. The attached property can be furniture property, immobile property or embedded property, although
the fixing mode of each is different. There are, however, certain exceptions: minors; insane people; Prodigal; and insolvent. Situations Four different situations can arise: The RÃ © U is bringing the application to terminate the standard judgment and want to defend the subject. [109] This is the most common situation. If a part does not fulfill such
specials or sufficiently, the part so requested can be applied to the court for delivery; for the demission of the action; or to attack the defense. The appearance should indicate the physical, postal, e-mail and fax number of RÃ ©, provided that the physical address is within fifteen kilometers (MC) and eight kilometers (HC) from Court House. [63] [64]
The document should be signed by the RÃ © or by its legal representative. During the tribute, the party's lawyer against which the cost order was granted, and that is thus susceptible to paying the bill, will bring to the attention of the tax director all items that , in your opinion, should not appear in this account. Annex and implementation against
immobile goods in the case of immobile, the execution warrant must be delivered to the sheriff from the district where the property is situated. 115. Alternatively, The rule may choose not to proceed to the trial, or do not fulfill a warning of intention to insert the main proceedings, or failing to present a foundation within the time pertains. The most
common type of rescision application, however, is a request for rescision of a standard judgment. WARNING It should also be taken from the overtime of constitutional amendment. [5] Since its establishment in 1985, the rules council has only competencies to make rules for the courts. [4] Constitution The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996, as the Supreme Law of Republic, provides the general framework for the civil proceedings; [6] The constitution was responsible for significant changes in the civil proceedings, since their creation in the 1990s, in, for example, debt collection issues, [ 7] Access to the courts [8] and prescribing, in particular with regard to the litigation against
the State. Why not accept the partial payment in the total and final settlement of your claim and call it? "An offer or contest without prejudice can only be led to the attention of the court after judgment if it is relevant to the costs. The Supreme Court Law 59, 1959. ^ Rule 6 (4) In the Court of Magistrate, It is equivalent to HCR 45 (5), which
establishes the mechanism by which the connected and inventory property can be left in the installations if the execution debtor, along with a sufficient person who act as assurance, undertakes that such property will be produced on the day designated for sale. Therefore, even in circumstances where the property was sold by the debtor to a third
party, but the property has not yet been transferred, because still It occurred, the property will still be subject to the attachment. When in doubt, however, it may be better to continue with a Section 65 procedure. In the Attorney General, East of Cape V, was considered that the power to interfere in appeal of honestal addiction or irregularity; Or
marked by the absence of reasons in which a court, acting reasonably, could have made order in question. Civil procedure: a practical guide. 2 ed. Although it is not exclusive to the implementation process, the interlender occurs more frequently in this context, because it provides a mechanism by which sheriff as custodian, who seized or are about to
take advantage of property as part of the of execution, is spared the risk of becoming involved in conflicting claims that may arise in the exercise of its statutory duty. Other reasons for rescision can also be brought in terms of rule 49, paragraph 3, as the judgment in which it is being annulled AB origin, in which case the applicant shall still Rule 49,
presenting the existence of a vast and good-fan defense for claim. ^ Rule 17 (2) (b) ^ Rule 17 (2) (C). The lender of the judgment should put a statement before the court establishing the pending value of the accuracy, and as the specific parcel and money have accumulated from the date of the academy, and the balance due. In practice, the function
of the capacity and the registrar are often covered by the same person, who use different hats, depending on whether it manages regional cutting or court issues. The applicant must present a case in the fundamental testimony to justify the particular extension of the starting standard. 36 (1) (C). On your face, this document should raise an
indebtedness presumption against the RÃ ©. Procedure The applicant begins a process by issuing a motion notice, which serves to advise the interviewee of claiming claim and relief than the applicant seeks. ^ For this reason, it is important that a lawyer maintains meticulous records in the customer's file of all work. The only question that should be
answered so is A case can be made to grant grant order. [39] The interviewee who wishes to oppose the request must deliver an adversary statement (or respond to the testimony) in which he responds to the fact allegations contained in the founding testimony. Therefore, the litigation can not be conducted without considering the section 36 of the
Constitution, the Claim of Limitations; and several rights of chapter 2 refer directly to the law of civil procedure: the right to equality before the law (Section 9), freedom and security (12), property (25), To have access to appropriate housing (26), and the right to have access to courts (34). [6] Court System The South African Court System comprises
the lower courts, including indigenous courts and other judicial and almost judicial sessions established by legislation; The higher courts, which the upper courts act defines as a constitutional court, the Supreme Court of Appeal, and the high courts; [4] and Special Courts, such as the Court of Minor Claims, the Court of Labor, the Court of Appeal of
Competition, the Tax Courts, the Earth claims the Court and the Electoral Court. There are two types: the District Magistrate Court and the Regional Magistrate Court. The first is "after a good cause shown"; The second is "if you are satisfied that there are good reasons to do so." [103] Good cause "Good cause" has never been properly defined, but
incorporates an investigation into the existence of a Prima facie defense, and if or not the RÃ © u was defaulted. "It means that it is a claim or fixed, certain or determined (Supreme Diamonds (PTY) Ltd V du Bois Regent Manufacturing Co (PTY) Ltd V Ehrke 1979 (3) SA 444 (W )). ^ Rule 42 (1). In addition, the evidence of the test in the judgment is
generally supported by the author, in terms of the rule that "the one that makes the decision or states that the request must prove," while during the procedure of Provisioning, the Ã ónus is about the RÃ © u to satisfy the that it will succeed in the main case. "With respect," pateron writes ", the Cape decision is preferred" (Eckard's 2005, legal
section, Section 65A (1) Forecast, where a debtor is A legal person, whether a director or director of the legal person can be summoned as a representative of the legal person, in his personal ability to appear before the court to show because he should not be ordered to pay the dance of judgment in parcels. In addition to calling the deposits of the
testimonies to give oral evidence, the court can also ask that any other person to be called as a witness. As soon as the sheriff fulfilled the requirements of MCR 41 (1) to (3) â ,¬ ", exposing the original warrant and making an inventory and valuation of the property to be attached - the inventory goods will be considered judicially attached. ^ MC Rule
44 (2). The custodian can, in terms of an interlayer, forces the two people laying down for the property to fight your claims Re t hemealves, without putting the custodian for expense and problems of an action or actions. Exception should be lifted within 10 days after receipt of the warning of defending intention. If a court granted the trial in favor of
Debbie, against Margo, with the costs on the attorney and client-client scale, and Debbie and his lawyer agreed that the lawyer could charge, for example, a time for consultations, which © Two times higher, as that prescribed by the rate, Margo will have to pay that agreed fee. Civil Procedure. Where the sheriff is in doubt as to the validity of any
attachment, the sheriff may require the part that processed the process in the execution to provide security in the form of indemnity. Only in exceptional cases will be oral evidence. [39] Courts of magistrates do not provide a general registration procedure and only recognize specific instances in which can be brought. [126] In the raised court,
however, the application procedure is widely used. [127] Loud court rule in any claim, the decision to be compensated is to continue through action or procedure of application. Whenever the legislation alludes to a (6) and (7) of the act of the lawyer, a practitioner lawyer may not share their professional rates with someone who is not another
practitioner lawyer. The procedure is started by means of a call (as in a process procedure). A prayer appears at the end of the exception notice in which the Rule requests the Court of Justice to defend excelement o And to dismiss claim. The courts will examine very carefully an application, that the interests of affected people can be properly
safeguarded. It is predicted that both the constitutional Sevete Bill and the account of superior courts will be promulgated in 2012. Since the implementation process is concluded, the action is established for judgment, where the parties will try to prove, what is day in the pieces. [36] CO NVOCATION The procedures are characterized by a clear
distinction between the supplicant stage and the evaluation phase. In terms of such order, the third person, known as â € "Garnishee Ã ¢ â," I will be ordered to pay the date, or part of it, to the creditor of the trial, and not the debtor of the trial. It is the request of this order that distinguishes the procedure from that under common law, where the
person concerned alone suffers from physical disability. The goal of security is to ensure that, if the rule is successful in the main proceedings, the RÃ © u will receive the reimbursement of the amount that was paid in terms of the provisional judgment. ^ S 36 (2). ^ Cabral v Bank van Die Oranje-Vrystaat BPK 1986 (4) SA 768 (T). This document is A
bar warning. Wallach v Lew Geffen Estates CC 1993 (3) SA 258 (A). This should be done ten days before the sale. The party that was ordered to pay the costs requires that the party claiming the costs that have the account taxed by the Tributian Master of the Court. 131. Procedure for collecting indebtedness in matters of certain debtors' It has been
given by a Division of the High Court, the lender of the trial can file with the Court's Court an authenticated copy of this judgment and a statement specifying the quantity still due and how it arrived. Liquid Document The applicant's ability to make use of the provisioning summit procedure rests on the evident value of the liquid document. Normally, a
standard trial can be granted administratively. In the preliminary phase, however, it continues to title testimonials (as in an application procedure), and is converted back into an action procedure only once the rule enters the main case. A court will make this type of order in which he believes that it was the fault of the lawyer that certain legal costs
were incurred. The administration of the State Law establishes that the Master can by notice published in Gazeta, invitation to the relatives of the person concerned to participate in front of him for the purpose of recommending the nomination as a person or any Number of specific people. The waste costs are "wavy" when the services for which these
costs are charged are not used. Â € â € ®. In cases in the previous rule, "good cause" was performed to include a reasonable explanation for the pattern; The existence of a good fan defense; And evidence that the application is made of good fan ©. Different procedures apply to many different. [4] There is only a slight distinction between High cut and
those in the cut of the magistrate; Save where otherwise indicated, it is safe to assume that the form and content of the process is the same. This Ã â € ™ â € "Endorsement Ã â € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € I deny that I owe you the rest of your claim, and you are welcome to run the risk of suing me so if you want. "Without a prejudice:" I do not
think your allegation is now, but I do not want to be tied up on litigation on it. On arrival at the home of the RÃ © u, the Sheriffians for the RÃ © a process of the process and is forced to show you the original and explain the meaning of the document. The sheriff must deliver a signed copy of the inventory to the execution debtor, or leave a copy of the
inventory in the installations. 81. It is also important to notice the special position of the following: JUÕES; diplomats; fugitives of the justice; Confidence; and partnerships. [16] Jurisdiction Once a person has decided which is his cause of action, and who will institute claim, he can determine which court to sue. The high courts have a common law
authority for "supplementary, clarify or correct" their own judgments. The prelacy estate involves certain preliminary investigations: in, for example, if there is actually a case, the type of action to be taken, the identity of the person against who is persecuted, As for whom and in which the court, all, this is, which must occur before the point where a
dispute is actually referred to in court. Subsequently, the execution creditor should publish the sales notice in a newspaper circulating in the district where the property is situated as well as in government gazette not less than five days, and no longer fifteen days, before the date of sale. 36. MCR 44 (2) Forecast, when the applicant for third parties
makes a complaint in relation to the property attached by the sheriff, and the execution creditor does not A reivindicaÃ§Ã£o dentro do perÃodo de dez dias acima referido, o xerife deve processar uma convocaÃ§Ã£o de interpladoras na forma prescrita, chamando o requerente de terceiros e o credor de execuÃ§Ã£o para aparecer na data especificada
na convocaÃ§Ã£o, para ter a reivindicaÃ§Ã£o adjudicado. ^ a b c petÃ£, Stephen; Hulme, David; du plessis, max; Palmer, Robin; Sibanda, Omphemetse (2011). ^ GN R740 em GG 33487 de 23 de agosto de 2010. Apenas se, uma vez que o Tribunal tenha adiado durante o dia, a recorrente nÃ£o puder esperar pela audiÃªncia atÃ© o prÃ³ximo dia do
tribunal, no momento normal em que o Tribunal se senta, pode o assunto Seja atingido imediatamente pela audiÃ§Ã£o a qualquer momento razoavelmente conveniente, em consulta com o registrador - mesmo que isso seja Ã noite ou durante um fim de semana. A menos que existam circunstÃ¢ncias excepcionais, o tribunal concederÃ¡ a sentenÃ§a
provisÃ³ria. pp.19 Ã¢ â¬ "12. ApÃ³s o anexo dos itens, o xerife deve notificar o credor de execuÃ§Ã£o de tal fixaÃ§Ã£o enviando o retorno e o inventÃ¡rio para o credor de execuÃ§Ã£o ou seu advogado. Nesse caso, o xerife terÃ¡ os direitos de um requerente; Um credor de execuÃ§Ã£o terÃ¡ os direitos de um requerente. O HCR 70 prevÃª tributÃ¡rio e
fornece a tarifa para taxas que podem ser cobradas pelos advogados. Qualquer passo tomado em violaÃ§Ã£o dessas regras serÃ¡ irregular e passÃvel de ser reservado. Ãs vezes, um ou mais depoimentos de apoio ou documentaÃ§Ã£o relevante sÃ£o anexados ao depoimento. O mandado deve conter uma descriÃ§Ã£o completa da natureza e
situaÃ§Ã£o, incluindo o endereÃ§o, da propriedade imÃ³vel, para permitir que ela seja rastreada e identificada pelo xerife. Hlatshwayo e outros v hein 1998 (1) bclr 123 (LCC). Se a rescisÃ£o ou a variaÃ§Ã£o for procurada em funÃ§Ã£o de que o julgamento Ã© vÃ¡cuo AB Origine, ou foi obtido por fraude ou erro, a Regra 49 (8) estabelece que a
aplicaÃ§Ã£o deve ser servida e arquivada dentro de um ano apÃ³s o requerente primeiro ter of such emptiness, fraud or or If a debtor has not submitted an order of administration with the court before or at the time of the audience of section 65 process, and appears at the hearing that the debtor of the judgment is also Other Daças, the Court
considers that all debtor's diversions should be treated collectively. The date of sale should be at least one month after the attachment notice. The costs reserved for a reserved costs entail that the parties' question must pay the costs of a given procedure will be decided in a later stage, usually at the end of the matter, when the court can award the
question In the light of all that occurred in the course of the process. This rule has been removed and replaced by one that deals with declaration and other information for the purposes of a trial. In actions based on the rights project, the reasons in which a litigator may have the locus standandi are listed in the 38 section, in terms that the following
may litigate: anyone who operates in his own interest ; [11] Someone acting on behalf of another person who can not act in his own name; [12] Anyone acting as a member, or in the interests of, a group or a class of people; [13] Anyone acting in the public interest; [14] and an association acting in the interest of its members. [15] Capacity Someone
can be the right person to litigate, but it may not have no ability to process. Using this power, they varied their judgments to include accessory or consequential issues that the court ignored or could not grant; To clarify obscurities or ambiguities or uncertainties in the trial (although it may not, in doing so, altering the substance of the judgment or
the material findings or the result of the case); to correct clerical or arithemic or other errors; and to correct, change or supplement a cost order. Applications Interlocutory Applications Incidental to the pending process, they are presented (notice here do not mean "motion warning"), usually supported by a testimony. Justice to see the West Bank v
Pretorius and Barclays Western Bank v Pretorius. In addition, lenders can not extend the criterion based on which the date can be required through fear of prison. Replication and foundation in the convention after a rule submit a request, the author may submit a replication (or response) if desired to declare new facts in response to the foundation of
a rail . Where property in ownership or immobile vests on the debtor, but a third party has a real right in relation to this property, as a commitment (in the case of mobile property) or a mortgage (in case of property immobile) As a general rule, this property may, however, be attached and sold in the execution, subject to certain conditions. It can be
corrected or reverted in a later stage, and is invariably granted lite pent. In general terms, the implementation process implies attachment and sale by public auction, court sheriff, ownership of the debtor of the trial, in order to make money and thus satisfy a monetary judgment river. A warrant or warranty can be issued only after judgment. The
interablin call must be in accordance with Annex 1, form 35. ^ Philips T / A Cross South Cross Optical v Sa Vision Care (PTY) Ltd 2000 (2) SA 1007 (C) A 1013. The Rule can make an unconditional payment in the court with an admission of responsibility, in which case the matter ends. When the Court submitted order for the delivery of goods, the
warrant shall be in accordance with Annex 1, form 31. The Court shall be authorized to extend these periods of time, although the academy has been final. The question can be established to hear only the next day of the court if urgency is such that the applicant is not Nor wait for the next day of movement. For all Proposites, the legal person is
placed in the same position in relation to the section 65 process as a debtor that is a natural person. If the sheriff is from the opinion that items are worth more than R3,000, the sheriff requires that the lender publish the selling notice in a local newspaper. The Declaration should be chosen to elect a simple (HC) call or ordinary call (MC), and the RÃ
© decides to defend the subject, filing its warning of Intention to defend, the applicant is obliged to present a statement. In the same way, when the objective debtor for claiming a lender, the court will require that the lender to prove claim. ^ a B MC Rule 21. Summary of the rescision of the standard judgment in the Supreme Court, [116] [117] The
RÃ ©, seeking rescision of a standard judgment, should not be defaulted; And you should have a good fan defense with a prime facie perspective. You can order the applicant for third countries, orally or in writing, in an oath or otherwise (as the court can consider the expedient), the nature and data of claim; order that issues in question are tempted
in one day to be appointed for this purpose; Or experience the subjects in dispute in a summary way. Among these two extremes, the part processor has the choice between an action and an application; His only limitation in relation to an application is the anticipation of a real dispute about any questions in fact. The party process (the applicant) is
Dominus Litis; He chooses the procedure to be used. The Court can exercise the power to request oral evidence only in exceptional circumstances, taking into account the nature and purpose of the provisionary summit process. Warning of intention to defend if the rule decides to oppose the action as established in the call, he is obliged to deliver a
warning establishing his intention within ten days of receipt of the call (or twenty days in the case of the State) Court, the general rule is that the property is in the installation until the sheriff receives an instruction to remove it. This warning is supported by a testimony (or affirmation) by the judgment creditor or a certificate for his lawyer in which
the following Methods are made: the date of the accuracy or the date of the term of the suspension period in the aforemention of section 48 (e) of the act, as the case may be; that the academy or order remained dissatisfied by a 10-day period from the date on which it was given or paid, or from the term of the suspension period in terms of section 48
(e) ; According to the judgment did not fulfill the accreditation or the application referred to in section 65a (1) of the act, the amount in arrears and outstanding balance on the date on which the notice is issued; that the debtor of the Acourtion was advised by registered letter of the terms of the accuracy, or the end of the suspension period under the
action 48 (e) of the act, as the case may be, and the consequences of his lack of satisfying the judgment, and that a ten-day period elapsed from the date the letter was published; And that the court is not prevented by the provisions of the national criterion law to make a request. An annex on the movements is valid for four months, calculated from the
annex date. Every effort should be taken to ensure that all such procedures are well completed before the date of evaluation, as postponement of the judgment may have disastrous consequences for both parties. The following information should appear in all support testimonies: the names and addresses of the applicant and the interviewee; The fact
that the applicant has Locus Standi; The fact that the court has a jurisdiction; [123] The material facts in which claim is (probanda), as well as the evidence that the deponent wishes to put before the Court (fact does probantia); [124] A request to the Court to grant the relief, as prayed in the warning of movement. Procedure, when the provisional
sentence is refused, the provisional sentence will be refused when the author fails to fulfill his evidence on a balance of probabilities, or when the RÃ © u can fulfill his Ã to convince the court that the likelihood of success in the main proceedings are against the author. The application must, as far as possible, be supported by the following: there must
be a declaration of at least one person to whom the patient is well known, containing such facts and information as they are within the own knowledge of the deponent about the disease. In this case, this only equates to final judgment if the author does not ask so to change his papers. It was particularly found that the procedure can not be defended
as a justificible limitation in that right, because the provisions were reasonable â € â € ¢ ¬ ¬ "Overbreadth. The Court considered that the commitment procedure was separatively from the rest of the section, and therefore only referrals to the commitment procedure were extirpted from the section. The application must establish that the papers are
in order as well as the reasons in which the request is being brought. Rule 15 (1) instructs an author to deliver the declaration within 15 days of the date of receipt of the defendment intention notice. 22. Rule 6 of the act of the courts of the magistrates, and rule 18 of the uniform rules, established the form and the contents of allegations in general.
This order is considered an order for the purpose of launching the following procedures: notice to convene the debtor to attend the court that the debtor can be summoned to appear before the Court if judgment or order has not been fulfilled by a 10-day period from the date on which it was given; The date on which a portion became payable; or
Expiration of an orderly suspension period in terms of Section 48 (e). The Court highlighted the requirement of HCR 6 (12) (a) that the urgent application procedure must, as regards the rules. ^ Rule 49 (6). At the date of the trial, the court will simply deal with the special foundation before proceeding to the foundation on the Methods. ^ Rule 15 (2).
Therefore, there are decisions competing in different divisions of the high court. This is called the foundation. Puts an Ã ónus on the rule in the preliminary time to establish a defense satisfying the court, about a balance of probabilities, that the rule should not be done to pay the amount claimed by the author, and The probability of success in the
main case does not favors the author. ^ S 38 (1) (D). If necessary, for the purposes of execution of the warrant, the sheriff can open any port in any installations, or any sake of furniture, even if such an opening is refused, and even if it does not There is no gift representing the debtor of the trial. The key director in civilian issues is the court or
secretary of the court. The Law 69 section of the Magistrates Courts makes provision for interploring processes in two different circumstances. The officer can not issue the section 65a warning that it is shown, from the minutes of the process, that the debtor was present or represented when the judgment was given, or an execution warrant It was
served in the Personal Debtor - unless the creditor of judgment or his lawyer demonstrates that the debtor was notified by registered letter of the terms of the academy or the term of the suspension period ordered under the Section 48 (e), and a ten-day period elapsed from the publication of the Charter. Court of Court of 1944. After that, it is the
responsibility of the lender, after consultation with the sheriff, to prepare a sales notice, and send two copies of his sheriff, so that The copy can be posted on the bulletin board or at the court door, and the other copy near the place where the sale is occurring. Pretraia, South Africa: University of South Africa. 5 ed. ^ MC Rule 13 (3) (a). There are two
outstanding questions yet to be decided: first, the issue of the execution and after costs. ^ Rule 18 (2). Subjects at the court of the magistrate are presided over by a magistrate under the leadership of a boss magistrate. If the Court of Opinion should be treated, with the objective of granting the order of administration, postpone the additional hearing
of the case at a date determined by the Court, and to condemn the debtor of the Court of Justice to submit to the Court of Justice a complete statement of its subjects; and cause a copy of the statement to be delivered to each of its creditors at least three days prior to the date indicated for additional audiences. Once once he has paid the dance of
judgment as safety, the debtor will be able to enter the case of the case. Main if the events of proof is an important principle. A convenience is often called claim to the convention. The legal representative of each party establishes the material facts of their complaint or defense, as the case, in the form of summary. If the debtor can not afford the date
and do not have executable assets, the debtor is technically insolvent. ^ For example, "claim is for goods sold and delivered." ^ Rule 6 (3). A specific procedure is established to get the execution that way. Applications not replaced are more common and often last just a few minutes each, then they compose most of the courtroom. ^ SILBER V OZEN
wholesalers (PTY) Ltd 1954 (2) SA 345 (A). The courts of the magistrates are not entitled to grant costs advocates and owners. Any doubts that are due or accumulated from a third person to the debtor of the can be attached and executed by means of a grate order. The rules provide that a part can file a convention convention the author. ^ Rule 23
(2) (a). After such a date was allocated, the party that drafted the account should send a tribute notice to the other party, to inform you where and when the tax will occur. A court will not allow one interviewed to defeat the request of the applicant for a general negation. The Court of Justice of Magistrate 36 of the Law of the Magistrate Court refers
to the "rescision" of a judgment. ^ Rule 17 (6) (a). The rule seems to establish two different but related reasons in which a court can grant rescission. There are certain basic principles that apply to all sanctions. SCA would continue to exist; In fact, his workload would be reinforced because he would also have to deal with resources from the status
courts similar to a high court, such as the Court of Competition and the Court. Any of the parties can then approach the court by a cost order. The lawyer and the client may agree that the lawyer will charge the client only if he succeeds in the case. ^ MC 12 (7). Initially, the author does not need to prove anything; It can cousin facie unload the main
Ã ~ nus by mere doctor's mire of the call that the author is the holder of a liquid document with the signature of the RÃ © or that of an authorized agent of the . As such, a replication just denying all the allegations in the foundation is a waste of time. ^ In the Standard Bank of Venter V of South Africa [1999] 3 All SA 278 (W), Joffe J was considered
that this provision was ultra vires the act (283e). ^ s 19. Notification of the application shall be given to all parts in the process. Calls for any of the parties to discover ", which is established in a list - all documents, correspondence, etc., which they have available and to make these items available to the other party. If the Rule contests the validity of
Liquid document, denying signature authenticity the signature or authority of the agent, or by That a simple condition must be fulfilled before payment may occur, the ã'nus resides with the author to prove, in a balance of probabilities, the validity of the document or the compliance with the simple condition. ^ Hc rule 23. The most important of these
principles is that, in which a part has been substantially successful in bringing or defending claim, that part is usually entitled to have a cost order made to its Favor against the party that did not succeed. In particular, the Constitutional Court found that any legal or measure process that removes from persons that his own access to adequate
dwellings is unconstitutional, because unjustifiably limits the right to accommodation as defined in Section 26 ( 1) of the constitution. Both parties have the right to be present in the tax, and put an argument to the Tax Master in favor or against the charges being taxed. If the court is an opinion that the likelihoods of success are not in favor of any of
the parties, or are only in favor of the author, it is a practical established to grant provisional sentence. ^ Rule 49 (1). An attachment order is considered as part of the procedure for the collection of dulvida. There are three main classes or categories of people who should be assisted by ad liter healers in actions or procedures brought by or against
them: lunatic (including any people who, because of mental disability or disorder, can not manage its own matters); less than they do not have responsible; and interdicted or declared pronounces. pp. Ã ¢ 13 - 14. It is due to this inherent jurisdiction to which the high court can hear any subject, while the lower courts are more limited. The regional
court can hear affairs with a quantum of R400,000. Written proof of the consent of the author with the rescision must accompany the application. Costs in Cause This that the costs of preliminary or interlocutory processes are included in total total of the judicial case. Pp. 114 Â Â Â Â ¢ Apparent in the face of the supplicant. The test is more rigorous:
the applicant will only succeed if the facts declared by the respondent, together with these facts in the declaration of the applicant, who were admitted by the interviewee, justify the order In this case, the call must be in accordance with Annex 1, form 36. This is called Litis contestatio, and means that litigants came to the purpose in relation to all the
allegations Actually forming the basis of claim and defense. The application is presented with the officer and personally delivered, or by registered mail, for lenders at least three days of calendar before Audience. In fact disputes according to the rental case, a factful dispute may appear The following situations: where the interviewee denies all the
material allegations made by the various deposits on behalf of the applicant, and provides positive evidence of deposits or witnesses to the contrary; "Conference and avoidance," where the interviewee admits allegations (or evidence) in the foundation or support at the base of the applicant, but increases other facts that, in turn, are denied by the
applicant; When the respondent admit that it is not aware of the main facts alleged by the applicant, but the applicant and orders the applicant of his evidence, and provides provision of evidence to indicate that the applicant or deposits of the applicant are unbelieved, incredible or not trustworthy, and that certain facts on which the applicant or
deposits depend on proving the main facts also not confident; or where the interviewee states that he can not lead to own evidence, or by others, to dispute the truth of the allegations, but places the applicant for it by oral evidence subject to questioning. Didcott J commented, obiter, that he could see the circumstances in which prison for not paying a
date could be defended. ^ For an instance in which the application was made (unsuccessful) to book a summary trial, see Duncan T / A San Sales V Investimentos Herbor (PTY) Ltd 1974 (2) SA 214 (t). Urgent applications under certain circumstances, a party may need to be obtained from an urgent basis; Adequate compliance with rules and deadlines
may not be possible. If any of the three elements discussed earlier are absent, the rule can not be informed of being defaulted. Lawyer and client requests are often made because the lost part agreed to pay such costs in an agreement before the litigation. If the court discard the exception, the RÃ © u is then forced to present its foundation within ten
days. It should be appreciated that it is inherently unfair of the interviewee to be brought to the court in a request where there are disputes in fact; When he has the perspective of a final judgment being granted against him; And when he does not have the opportunity to give live you evidence before a judge who is trained in the art of evaluating this
evidence and observing his behavior. The court can also in the application declare a person to be a prosthetic, and appoint a healer for their property (healer bonis). ^ a B S 29 (1) (a). This seems to overlap with your inherent jurisdiction to regulate your own process in the interest of the justice. It follows, from this general rule, that moving processes
should not be instituted in relation to unliquid claims; questions in which anticipated a material dispute will arise; or claims for the divorce. There are three types of call: a simple or common convocation; a combined call; and a summary call In principle, the procedure procedure For a rescheduling of the dance of a debtor without kidnapping the
property of the debtor. The applicant agrees to write that the standard judgment is terminated or varied. [113]. © said they can have. ^ a B C Ececkard 2005, p. A rule that is not opposed to the jurisdiction in his application is considered consented to the jurisdiction. Members should, as much as possible, be personal not related to the patient, and
without any personal interest in terms of any requested order. The Court considered that the following factors, listed in a growing order of urgency, must be borne in mind: when the question is very urgent for the interviewee to be allowed to be allowed to be allowed ten-day cutting prescribed by HCR 6 (5) (5) b), date of service notification service
until the date of the audience, the ten-day period can be ignored. It can happen, however, that the debtor is recalcitrant and unwilling to fulfill a judgment. After the sale, the sheriff prepares a distribution plan of the sale profits. These factors are the nature of your income; the amounts required by him for his necessary expenses and those of his
dependent persons; and the amount in periodic payments that are obliged to do in terms of a court order, concordance or otherwise in relation to their other commitments that the Court of Justice can, to its criterion , refuse to take into account the periological payments that a debtor of the trial has to do in terms of installment sale operations for the
purchase of non-annexed goods, or property which, in the opinion of the Court, can not be considered domestic requirements. Finally, there are legal representatives and chairmen. [4] Preme Civil dispute can be and usually is divided into three steps: Steps: litigation; and post-litigation. The decision abolished the procedure for the commitment of
Section 65 as being contrary to the right to freedom of the person. A provisioning convocation of Sentance is the one in which a creditor in possession of a liquid document can process quickly. When the exception is taken on the basis of which the call is vacancy and embarrassing, the rule is forced to say that he gave the applicant a chance to correct
the cause of the complain Q. Briefly, a cost account must indicate the date when the work was done; The item in relation to which costs are charged (which items should be listed in chronological order and should be numbered); the number of fonts or pages involved and the time period spent in relation to each item; A description needs each item;
and fees for each item, charged according to the applicable tariff. In terms of MC rule 17 and HC rule 22, when elaborating a request, a party must respond to all material allegations. All the duties listed in the statement of things are considered proven, subject to any changes that the court can do, except when a creditor is opposed to a list listed, or
the court rejects or requires that the be based on evidence. 127. The Court of Justice usually reserves the cost for the argument and determination by a court of judgment when the responsibility for the costs of a provisionary application would be more effectively determined by the court of judgment. The warning that calls the debtor to appear before
the courymen may be in a printed form. Annex-free property and performing a certain property belonging to the debtor of the trial may not be attached and sold in execution. execution.
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